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Come to our next Forum. This will
meet on Saturday, 10 April 1999, from
10 a.m. till 5 p.m., at the Courtyard by
Marriott in Durham, North Carolina.
The topic is mythology in a free nation.
Five speakers will present their papers.
You can find the papers which will
be presented at the Forum in this issue of
Formulations. These are: "Myths of the
Nation-State" by Gordon Diem, "A Free
Society Requires the Myth of a Higher
Law" by Roy Halliday,,"Mythology of a
Free Nation" by Richard Hammer,
"Sacred Choice: Myths for a Free Na
tion" by Phil Jacobson, and "Libertarian
Mythology" by Steven LeBoeuf.
You may pay ($15 general admission
or $12 for FNF Members) at the door.
But if you plan to attend you might let
Rich Hammer know ahead of time, and
he will reward you with a computer
printed nametag. You could let him
know by: sending a check to preregister;
calling 919-732-8366; or emailing
roh@freenation.org.
During the day we will break for
lunch. Note that the Forum admission
fee does not include lunch. But there are
a few restaurants within easy walking
distance from the Courtyard.
Directions: the Courtyard by Mar
riott in Durham is just off Interstate 85,
at Hillandale Road exit 174-A..6.

Recently a member of the Free Na
tion Foundation proposed looking into
the feasibility of establishing a free na
tion on the island of Nevis, in the
Caribbean, in the event it secedes from
St. Kitts. The constitution of the larger
federation with St. Kitts allows Nevis,
with a population of some 9,500 persons,
to secede and establish its own constitu
tion. Rich Hammer emailed a few
friends of the Foundation some initial
thoughts on the subject and invited them,
as an exercise, to submit scenarios as to
how this might be accomplished. Rich's
initial thoughts were:
"What if that constitution were mod
eled on the U.S. Constitution, but
with just a few potent changes? If we
had our organization, we would nego
tiate with those 9500 people about the
constitution they would establish. We
would offer them, every man, woman,
and child on the island, a package of
inducements worth, say, $10,000
each-if they voted to install a consti
tution we found acceptable. That is
$100 million. That amount of money
is out of sight to me. But it should be
easy for the organization, which I say
we need, to raise--in order to start a
new Hong Kong.
The deal to install the new constitu
tion would be separate from the pur
chase of real estate. All real estate
would continue to be owned by its
present owners until it might be pur
chased by free-nation investors. So
free-nation investors would face a
two-step process: first buy political
environment; second buy land."
(Continued on page 4)
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FNF Future Uncertain
as Richard Hammer
Plans to Quit
Richard Hammer has announced that
he plans to withdraw substantially from
FNF duties at the end of 1999. Rich, who
founded FNF in 1993, has served as its
only President, and for the past two years
has edited Formulations.
In a 28 December 1998 letter to ma
jor contributors and Directors, he told
that he plans to stop editing Formulations
and organizing Forums.
In that letter, reprinted starting on
page 7, Rich gives a new explanation of
the FNF work plan. Then he explains
that his decision is motivated by frustra
tion in trying to advance this work plan,
as well as by a need to find income ..6.
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Information for Authors

Subscription or
Membership

Subscriptions

to

Formulations may be

purchased for $15 for
four issues (one year).
Membership in the
Free Nation Founda
tion may be purchased
for $30 per year.

We seek columns, articles, and art
within the range of our work plan. We
also welcome letters to the editor which
contribute to our debate and process of
self-education.

cess.)

Our work plan is to work within the
community of people who already think
of themselves as libertarian, to develop
clear and believable descriptions of the
critical institutions (such as those that
provide security, both domestic and na
tional) with which we libertarians would
propose to replace the coercive institu
tions of government.

Send orders to the
postal address above.
Checks should be
made payable to the
Free Nation Founda
tion. Additional contri
butions are welcome.

As a first priority we seek formula
tions on the nature of these institutions.
These formulations could well be histori
cal accounts of institutions that served in
earlier societies, or accounts of present
institutions now serving in other so
cieties.

(Members receive: a sub
scription to Fonnulations,
invitation to attend regular
meetings of the Board of
Directors, copies of the An
nual Report and Bylaws,
more inclusion in the pro
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As a second priority we seek mate
rial of general interest to libertarians,
subject to this caveat: We are not com
plaining, we are building. We do not
seek criticism of existing political institu
tions or persons unless the author uses
that criticism to enlighten formulation of
an improved institution.
Submissions will be considered for
publication if received by the first of the
month preceding the month of publica
tion. So our deadlines are: February 1,
May 1, August 1, and November 1. All
submissions are subject to editing.
We consider material in For
mulations to be the property of its au

thor. If you want your material copy
righted, tell us. Then we will print it with
a copyright notice. Otherwise our de
fault policy will apply: that the material
may be reproduced freely with credit.
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Update on Laissez Faire City
Introductory Note

Report on a Visit to LFC in San Jose, Costa Rica

by Richard Hammer

by John Kingman

In August 1998, FNF Members John
and Richard Kingman (brothers) traveled to San Jose, Costa Rica, to get a
firsthand impression of the Laissez Faire
City organization.
Since its founding in early 1995,
Laissez Faire City has attracted FNF's
interest- and garnered our skepticism.
In June of that year a full-page ad in The
Economist announced LFC's formation
of" ... an International Found ing Trust for
the purpose of establishing and promoting a great new world-class city based on
the ideals and principles of Ayn Rand ."
Roderick Long and I started a series
of exchanges with LFC. We have reported occasionally on these exchanges
here in Formulations (Autumn 1995 ,
Winter 1995 , Autumn 1997).
While FNF and LFC share goals, our
approaches differ substantially. Even
though LFC obviously has some money,
their promotions and communications
seem amateurish, garish, and sometimes
vulgar. Since FNF strives to build a
reputation for professionalism, in a
movement which has been plagued with
disreputable
and
almost-laughable
scams, we did not find many opportunities for sharing with LFC.
I must add however that I never had
any substantial aggravation with LFC.
While odd, they seem to be generally
decent peop le. Nonetheless, the frequency of FNF's communications with
LFC diminished and now, for the last
few years, communications have ceased
almost entirely.
LFC's first project, establishment ofa
free city, faltered in the first year or so.
They changed their approach and now
emphasize development of cyberspace
businesses, intended to help their customers achieve virtual freedoms.6

You can learn more about LFC at:
<http.llwww.lfcity.com >.
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I judge the members that we met in
San Jose, and most of the effort to be
essentia lly legitimate- which was part of
the overal l concern I wished to answer.
There are reasonab le and real objectives,
which seem like good ideas. The basic
concept is :
1) provide an environment for likeminded (libertarian and/or objectivist) individuals to communicate
and do business both with each other
and with the outside world but
through secure/private communications . A key concept here is that to a
large degree participation can take
place entirely over the Internet.
2) establish some core businesses and
serv ices wh ich wou ld facilitate economic activities and wealth creation.
Such core services include encrypted/
private
communication
servers
(which, in add ition to masking message content also mask sender/recipient comb inations), a stock exchange,
and a digital cash exchange.
The private communication service is
useful although not new, as PGP users
will know. An aspect of that service that
is important and unique is that of routing
messages whereby the sender/recipient
pair is masked. For example, ifl send an
encrypted message to an offshore bank
(Bank X) using my current Internet Service Provider, eaves-droppers would not
know the content . of the message, but
they would know that I was sending encrypted messages to Bank X. Using the
LFC -private commun ications service,
this link 1 am sending/receiving messages to/from would become invisible to
the eaves-droppers.
The stock exchange (and ability to
easily form a Laissez Faire City corporation) is especially intriguing to me.
And there are more "cyber" industries, services, and concepts flo at ing
around in the minds of the many yo ung
LFC computer workers in San Jose. I
suspect many of those notions are just
that: cyber or virtual only, with little

chance of becoming a real thing. Undoubtedly however, there are genuine
opportun ities and concepts that these fe llows can visualize-but that I can not.
In addition to the electronic businesses and services named above (my list
is probably not complete), LFC has a real
estate development project, a seaside resort along the western coast of Costa
Rica.
We were not impressed by the initial
introduction and portrayal of LFC and
associated plans. In fact, Rich [Richard
Kingman] and I were unimpressed to the
point that we almost walked out, judging
there to be little of merit in the organization. I believe the problem to be due in
part to the fact that 'the vision' has been
in the mind's eye of many of the LFC
guiding members for so long and in such
detail that they have lost the ability to
effectively communicate or portray that
vision to neophytes. I am sympathetic to
this problem as I frequently suffer it in
geophysical/technical
conversations.
However, the communications problem
is more firmly rooted than in this difficulty alone. The on-site presentation of
the LFC concept was made in vague,
glowing terms, but was never adequately
grounded in the real services and concepts that I have described above. There
were also some glaring communications
deficiencies in one specific case which,
to be kind, reflected immaturity.
Fortunately, before giving up we met
two LFC "netizens" who seemed to have
their feet planted a little more firmly in
reality and were very pleasant and easy
to talk to- they made sense to Rich's and
my way of thinking. One is currently
living in the LFC community and seems
to be quite happy and prosperous. My
judgment that LFC has merit relies to
some degree on my assessment of their
characters.
The LFC headquarters is on
Nicaraguan soil- the former residence
(in San Jose) of the Nicaraguan ambassador. Now leased by LFC, it is in an
attractive embassy neighborhood with
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embassies and diplomatic residences.
Apparently Rex, an original founder ,
made the lease arrangements. Rex is said
to have made, lost, and remade a lot of
money over the years.
The original goal, when LFC was
founded and the ads in The Economist
taken, of forming a phys ical "Gait's
Gulch" , has been put on the back-burner.
This goal is judged, by the present guiding (cyber minded) members, to be valid
for the long term but to have little chance
of bearing immediate fruit. To some degree, however, the present location in
San Jose does form a miniature Gait's
Gulch. I sense that there may have been
some investors' funds lost and otherwise
bitterness related to the changeover from
the original LFC founders to the present
young generation of drivers .
The de-emphasizing of the Gait's
Gulch objective is a key strategy. I believe it fair to say that most LFC members judge tactics such as those of the
Free Nation Foundation to be looking
too far in the future ; i.e. they are anxious
to pursue more immediate rewards in the
quest for freedom .
We met about eight members. All are
working on the various projects underway. There is a practice amongst some of
the members to operate under aliasesperhaps to promote the notion of privacy.
We didn't ask as to the purpose.
An interesting discussion, which unfortunately may speak volumes as to the

viability of the LFC plans as currently
managed, pe1tained to the cause and effect re lation between financial services
and primary (or core) serv ices and products . Cyber financial services (whatever
that means) were held as one of the more
important industries that LFC would like
to develop. One of the guiding members,
if I understood correctly, espoused the
notion that we have airplanes and cheap
food because lending institutions existand not vice versa. I di sagree with that
notion and reckon that errors of this type
(in the fundamentals) ultimately limit
one's ability to progress. You may recogni ze a bit of my Objectivist background peaking through here . We found
that with some members there was little
room for discuss ion or debate in these
matters.
Rich and I did some real estate shopping and were generally impressed with
value reflected . A beautiful 600 square
meter "mansion" on a hillside overlooking · San Jose (recently built by a Lee
blue-jeans executive who was subsequently moved) was going for $350,000.
I will be giving serious consideration to
moving down there this year.
Also, while in Costa Rica we were
able to meet with Rigoberto Stewart for
a little over an hour (too short) and both
were favorably impressed . We both intend to return and get a guided tour of the
Limon reg ion by Rigoberto and consider
purchasing land there. As you know, his

Scenario for Founding

sonalizing "the organization") would
have a better chance of success if he put
his faith in business enterprise first and
foremost and dealt with politics secondarily and as little as poss ible . He could
offer to consult on a constitution, but not
offer money; that would surely be seen as
intervention in island politics and
weaken local commitment.
If he could give them a realistic vision, instead, of what might be accompli shed in an environment respectful of
property, things might begin to fall into
place. What would such a vision consist
of? How abo ut, I thought, inviting the
islanders themselves to create a freeport
that could become a beacon to the
world? I suggested to Rich that the
ex isting owners assemb ling land through
volu ntary title pooling might be a key to
developing a free nation .

(Continued from page I)
As one of those whom Rich had contacted, I had reservations about attempting to buy a political environment and
also, to a less extent, about buying land
and displacing the present owners . As for
the new constitution, what would make it
stick? Once the populace had eaten their
package of inducements and free-nation
investors had made commitments on the
island, what would prevent the latter
from being held up for second and third
rounds? Political opportunists would
find it easy to convince the next generation, say, that their parents had so ld their
inheritance for a mess of pottage.
Instead of putting his faith in politics
first, believing that business enterprise
would follow , I felt that Rich (I'm per-
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enthusiasm is engaging. He estimates
80% probability of success in his endeavors. Apparently Costa Rica has a
significant number of Libertarians in federal offices, w ith popularity and visibility
increasing rapidly.

To summarize:
1) There are some good ideas be ing
generated and pursued at LFC. Open
lines of communications between
FNF and LFC should be maintained.
2) Energy and enthusiasm are clearly
there ; maturity and level headedness
are, in some cases, not. The official
lines of communication within LFC,
especially for dealing with LFC visitors, need strong improvements. To
me this deficiency was evident in the
LFC web page when I last checked
(January 1998)- it is vague and does
little to satisfy the curious or interested . .0.

John E. E. Kingman is a geophysical
engineer who spends much of his time
working on contract in Australia where
he has helped design and build a new
geophysical system for the mining exploration industry. He specializes in electrical geophysics, signal processing, and
drilling dynamics. He can be reached at:
<JEEKingman@compuserve.com>

Rich called my bluff: "Write it up for

Formulations," he said . "Okay," I said,
"I'll give it a try." Since I don't know
enough about Nevis and this is only an
exercise in any case, my island is a
wholly imaginary one called "Antibes."
The following scenario is intended as a
thought starter- which was the whole
purpose of Rich's emailed invitation.

A Modest Proposal
E nvision an enterprising firm, one
with land development and property
management expertise, sending a reconnaissance team consisting of an anthropologist, a businessman, and a geo logist
to vis it the island of Antibes for a few
months. During that time the team members would get acqua inted with the people, their history, their culture, and the
phys ical features of the island . If the
Formulations Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring 1999

team members found the local population compatible for purposes of doing
business and were ab le to identify one or
more tracts of land suitable for development as a freeport, then the firm could
approach all of those who owned land
within those boundaries with a proposition.
The proposition would be that the
tract be assembled into one parcel, not by
an outsider who would buy out the owners' interests, but by the existing land
owners themselves. To do this they
would form a corporation or similar entity, appraise their separate properties,
and then pool their land titles in exchange for equivalent, undivided shares,
or equities, in the assembled whole. For
its entrepreneurial role and gu idance, the
firm would ask of the new business entity
either a planning, development, and management contract, or else an option on a
long-term leasehold on the property, say
99 years, for an amount to be negotiated.

The cost to each owner of pooling
would be his pro-rata share of the legal
fees- which the firm might advance, to
be repaid in equity options or out of
future earnings. Fol lowing the principle
of plottage, the mere act of pooling
would raise the value of each owner's
equity even before any steps were taken
toward development. Plottage is the
increased value of an assembled site over
and abbve the sum of the va lue of the
parts before assembly .
The new business entity formed by
the islanders to take title to the tract
could be one of two kinds. It could be a
holding company, which as it received
lease payments would pass the money
through to the owners, or-which would
be less likely in an underdeveloped part
of the world- an operating company ,
emp loying management directly to develop and operate the property, reaping
the profits and bearing the losses of the
enterprise.

Incentives for Pooling
The land that each owner wou ld consider pooling presumably would not be
his residential site or subsistence garden-land which he was using for consumption purposes- but rather idle land
or land from which he would normally
look to derive an income by sugar farming, renting out, or other means. The
incentive to each owner would be the
prospect of exchanging an illiquid, relatively unproductive, precarious ownership (precarious in the sense of having an
uncertain return) for a more secure,
highly liquid share ownership (liquid in
the sense that the shares ultimately would
trade on an exchange and be bought or
sold by a phone call) in a productive
enterprise. The enterprise would stand to
be more productive than the land owners
in their former situation because it would
have a property we ll situated and of a
size adequate to warrant world-class
management. A tract of land extensive
enough to create its own environment for
its contemplated use, that is to say, large
enough to capture a significant part of
the land values it would create
("internalizing its externalities") and relative ly protected from any possible negative effects of adjoining land uses, would
have econom ic development potential far
transcending that of the same extent of
land in fragmented ownership.

Avoiding Hold-Out Problems
A common practical objection to
pooling proposals is the possibility of
some owners holding out for more than
their appraised share and thereby demoralizing the project. To avoid this, the
entrepreneuria l firm would assist the
owners in forming the new entity on
paper in advance of it receiving any assets and would begin assembling options
in its name . By developing a business
plan for the new entity, the firm wou ld
appeal to those land owners they hoped
would participate by holding out the vision of how the freeport would create
undreamed income and opportunities for
all. But it would make it clear that this
would hinge on a certain minimum
acreage being optioned by a specific
deadline. The firm wou ld then wait for
the land owners themselves to take the
initiative for bringing their slower members into the plan.
·
Besides setting a time limit after
which, if the options acquired were insufficient, the plan wou ld be abandoned,
the firm might employ a second strategy.
This would be to identify, on the same or
another island, additional tracts of land
suitab le for the freeport development.
The firm would then let it be known that
the tract that would be developed would
be the one whose owners first completed
the option ing process. This wou ld add
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the excitement of competition; owners in
each group , wanting their land to be
chosen for the freeport, would exert pressure on their lagging neighbors. This
was an approach used successfully for
many years by E l Paso Natural Gas Company to assemb le rights of way for
pipelines without recourse to eminent
domain .
Multiple-Tenant Income Property
Once having assembled a tract of
land for freeport development, the new
business entity would find itself capitalized with an exceedingly valuable piece
of real estate. Depending upon whether
the new entity chose to be an operating
company or a holding company, it or the
enterprising firm would now take the
business plan to the appropriate financial
institutions. By collateralizing either the
land itself or a long-term lease, one or
the other would raise the required development and workirtg capital through
loans, equity financing, or a combination
of both.
The freeport would not develop as a
subdivision, selling off sites, but wou ld
keep the land together for continuing
management and operate as a long-term
investment property in real estate- a
multiple-tenant income property. Beginning with a carefully selected, synergistic
mix of specialized land uses, it would
gradually move in the direction of becoming a fully generalized community.
Improvements on the land would be individually owned, but the land itself would
be leased , both long and short term, and
revenues from the land would fund investment in city services and infrastructure- obviating any need for taxation.
Political Autonomy
Early in the venture, the entrepreneurial firm would negotiate with
the government of Antibes for autonomy
within the freeport area. It would not ask
for "sovereignty" (which island politicians likely would oppose for fear of
being accused of selling out their patrimony) but for exemption from all taxation and regulation during the start-up
period or even for the entire duration of
the lease, in exchange for an attractive
payment during each year that such relief
was granted. (A single payment up-front
would provide no continuing incentive
for the government to honor its commit-
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ment.) The public budget on an island
being small, these payments alone might
relieve the government of any need to
levy taxes on the Antibean population.
Some years into the project, if profitability met certain anticipated projections,
the government might even be able to
declare a small annual dividend to its
citizens.
If the freeport moved ahead according to expectations, with a totally free
hand to compete in world markets and
relieved of all taxation, licensing, or burdensome restrictions, it doubtless would
become so productive that in the course
of time any question of political threat or
usurpation by the host government would
become wholly academic. ·As the sole or
major source of revenue for the government, the freeport, whose owners would
include an influential segment of the Antibean population, would have ample opportunity to monitor the honesty and efficiency of the public administration. The
entire island then would be a de facto
free nation .

Internal Order
To the extent that the level of spontaneous order within the freeport area itself
required supplementation by security patrols, safety rules, and courts to hear
disputes, the management interest and
insurance interests combined would see
to its provision. The freeport would be
the farthest thing from "anarchy." The
most basic guarantee would be its operation as a multiple-tenant income property. If a tenant or her guest or invitee
behaved otherwise than as a gentleman
or a lady, out he or she would go; if there
were any question about this, then out
would go the management- sacked by
the Antibean owners, who would have
written appropriate safeguards into their
over-all lease. Control would be contractual and at once more firm and more
flexible than could ever be attained under
statutes. In an earlier paper, "A Model
Lease for Orbis" (Formulations Vol. III ,
No. 3), I suggested in detail how this
might work out entire ly through freemarket mechanisms in the absence of a
political monopoly of the court system.
Economist Bruce Benson, F lorida State
University, has also written extensively
on this subject from a different but
wholly complementary direction .
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Competitive Provision of Common
Services
No monopoly of common services
would be anticipated. Income to the
freeport authority would be predominantly from landlease payments and only
incidentally, if at all, from user fees for
utilities . The responsibility and concern
of management wou ld be to assure that
all public services and amenities were
provided , si nce that would vitally affect
the desirability of leaseholds and hence
the revenue stream, but not necessarily to
provide them directly. While always
making itself availab le as a fall-back, it
wou ld welcome the competitive market
provision of such services. With the
exception of the leasi ng function and
exercise of tenant selection , wh ich would
remain solely the responsibility of management, it would not preempt the field
of public services.
Advantages of the Pooling/Leasehold
Approach
Participation of Antibean Population
This approach to a free nation would
be respectful of the indigenous population of Antibes, of whom a number
would enjoy a dignified status as the
ultimate landlords of the freeport. A
long-term lease approach after the pattern of Hong Kong, with option to renew
after 70 years (in the case of a 99-year
lease), might be more acceptab le to the
islanders in the long run than if outsiders
bought up the land for freeport development. As share owners in a holding
company that leased the land for development and retained a reversionary interest, the islanders would correctly feel
that they were participants and not that
they had so ld a part of their patrimonyan issue that could fester politically for
years to come.
A lthough not as soon or to the same
degree, islanders who had not had an
opportunity to join in the pooling would
benefit as well. As the freeport grew, it
would require a corresponding, supportive economy on the island. This would
g ive the local population a wide range of
options to choose among for profitable
development of their own propertiesnot to mention the ever-present possibility of merging their lands or some parts
of them with the freeport as it developed

in order to benefit from its professional
management.
No Conversion of Belief
No education of the Antibean population to a libertarian ideo logy would be
required . The language of business is
universal and sufficient. None other
would be called for.
Capitalization No Obstacle
Such an approach would dispose of
the need for a financial backer, whether
an individual or organization, who would
be willing and able to commit $100 million speculatively to acquire a piece of
island real estate in advance of any development, make additional substantial
payments for development costs, and
then underwrite the operating costs of the
freeport for the decade or more it would
take for the project to break even- and
all the while foregoing interest on that
sizable chunk of capital.

Summary
The otherwise daunting capital requirements for land acquisition, development, and start-up operation of a freeport
would pose no great problem for owners
who voluntari ly pooled their titles. Such
capital would not have to be brought
from the outside. The owners already
have the required equity; it is just not in
a very useful form. The value of the
pooled properties would capitalize the
project, making it essentially se lffinancing . Moreover, politics would not
need to be invoked, since the needs of all
parties would be met voluntarily and
contractually. The indigenous population and the newly arrived on Antibes
would be united in mutual accord, a basic harmony of interests and incentives
that would incline them toward cooperation.
The dream of a free nation would be
achieved not frontally but indirectly. It
would come into being not politically, by
resistance or confrontation, but by a normal growth of productive and profitable
enterprise. l:::,_
Spencer H. MacCallum, an anthropologist living in Tonopah Nevada, can
be contacted at: <SM@Look.net>.
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Letter of Resignation
by Richard 0. Hammer
Dear Friends,
I write to let you know that I plan to
stop performing many FNF duties at the
end of one more year, at the end of 1999.
I plan to stop editing Formulations and
organizing Forums. What will become
of FNF after that, in the year 2000 and
beyond, remains to be seen. In this letter
I wi ll describe FNF's circumstances and
the factors that have influenced my decision.

Plans for 1999
What will continue:
FNF wi ll publish four issues of Formulations, through and including Vol.
VII , No. 2 (Winter 1999-2000). And
FNF will organize two Forums: the first
"Mythology in a Free Nation," will meet
on April 1O; the second, the topic for
which has yet to be decided, will probably be scheduled for October as before.
An Annual Report will be prepared and
published in February. Meetings of the
Board of Directors and ad hoc meetings
will occur as before.
What will change:
Since I plan to stop many of my
activities at the end of 1999 , that changes
what FNF should advertise starting now.
Unless it becomes clear that publication
of Formulations will continue in the year
2000, we should stop advertising oneyear subscriptions. Likewise, we shou ld
scale back on what we promise to those
people who pay for Membership.
For subscribers and Members whose
terms expire during 1999 probably I will
send notes offering continuation through
the end of 1999, for some fraction of the
full yearly price.

Financial Implications for FNF
At present the treasury contains about
$2800. Assuming a scaled down operation , with no magaz ine ads and no outreach mailings, this balance may cover
half of FNF's needs during 1999. Certainly some payments and contribution s
wi ll continue to come in. Should the
treasury fail to stretch enough to fulfill
FNF's obligations , which we have inFormulations Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring 1999

curred by accepting payments for subscription and Membership, I wi ll donate
whatever is requ ired.
For the people who have already paid
for subscription or Membership into the
years 2000 or 200 1, FNF can offer a
refund, or make some compensation as
each individual may see fit. There are
perhaps a dozen people in this category.

Plans for 2000 and beyond
In February 2000, I plan to produce
an Annual Report for the year 1999, for
distribution to Members whose terms run
to the end of 1999.
Our presence on the Web has a low
cost, and probably can continue for years
with support which should not be too
difficult to solicit. And I will want to
cont inue my involvement in this movement. But what shape my involvement
will take remains to be seen.
FACTORS AFFECTING MY
DECISION
The factors which influence my decision include both poverty and burnout.

Personal Finances
The last time I worked in any regular
way for pay was 1994. In July of that
year I wrapped up my residential building bu sin ess by se lling my last spec
house . Since then FNF has received all
of my working attention.
Good fortune has enabled this in two
ways. First, during 1991-92 I inherited
enough from my parents that it looked
like I could live on it for a few years
while launching FNF, assu ming I chose
to deplete my inheritance that way. That
indeed is what I chose- since I am captivated by this work.
And second, the unusua l growth in
the value of investments during recent
years prolonged the time I cou ld spend
trying to get FNF off the ground. The
mutua l fund in which I placed my inheritance grew in value almost as fast as I
w ithd rew my li ving expenses. Year to
year it hardly declined in value, and I
thought dreamily that I might put off
paying work indefinitely. Of course it

helps that I live inexpensively, without
medical insurance, and that I have been
able to keep my car running to 240,000
miles.
But reality knocked on the door in
August and September of [ 1998]. For
the first time the mutual fund acted more
like my usual investments: it dropped
20% in value, and since then it has recovered only partially. I could see an
end to my days of dalliance in FNF.

FNF Fund Raising
In spite of the threat of poverty, and
in spite of the feeling of burnout which
has been overtaking me, in October
[l 998] I found new hope for FNF in a
new plan. I speculated that some of the
difficulty, in five years of faltering FNF
promotion, stemmed from my fai lure to
focus on particular market segments.
Some people give money. Different people in most cases give writing.
But I had been treating these two
categories of prospects in much the same
way. I had scouted for contributions of
writing even among generous donors of
money. And I had expected payments of
at least $ I 5, to continue receiving Formulations, even from scholars who might
at some time have contributed writing.
Our magazine ads in Reason and Liberty,
by trying to find both types of contributors, failed to reach into markets where
one or the other type of contri butor might
have been found.
With this observation, and with a few
ideas for newly differentiated marketing,
I fe lt hope that FNF might find more of
both scholarly and financial contributors.
This hope offered the possibility that
FNF might pay me for the first time.
In order to launch this new hope, I
imagined that FNF might more that double its budget for 1999 by raising more
funds from existing sources. I imagined
we might gather enough to pay me
$10,000 during 1999- if I worked
harder on the content of fund-raising letters and increased the frequency of fundraisi ng letters from one per year to three
per year.
So I produced a fund-raising letter
right away in October, rather than wait-
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Figure 1

Four Steps to a New Free Nation
Showing the Rationale of the Work Plan of the Free Nation Foundation
Achievement 4: A new free
nation ex ists on Earth.
I

Achievement 3: A nationstrength organization- with
control of perhaps one billion
dollars-exists.

Step 4: The nation-strength
organization shops for real
estate, negotiating as a peer
with heads of state of poor,
third-world nations.

'I

Achievement 2: A believable
vision exists of the nation , its
critical institutions, and its
formation .

Step 3: Some people (not
necessarily FNF people) form
a nation-building corporation
and gather sufficient assets in
escrow.

0

Achievement I : A selfsupporting organization of
vision builders exists.

Step 2: FNF.
Participants educate
themselves, debate
alternatives, and publish
plausible formulations.

'I

Step I : Believers in this plan
work to build the visionbuilding organization, and
invite others to join.

ing for December which had become the
default time of year for FNF's annual
fund-raising letter. And I gave it my best
shot.
The results, while heartening in the
usual way were discouraging in another
way. We received generous support
from a few regular contributors and renewals of basic-level support from about
twenty others, about $1800 altogether.
This, as before, is sufficient for FNF to
carry on with work done by vo lunteersbut it does not promise paychecks to
anyone.
With this experience I now doubt that
it is reasonable to expect substantially
more from FNF's small group of regu lar
and loyal supporters . Unless we apply
new and more aggressive methods, I believe that we cou ld substantially increase
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fundrai sing only by finding a new pool
of supporters .

Burnout
Finances are not my only difficulty. Over
the years I have been burning out on pushing
the FNF work plan among libertarians.
The Goal: the FNF Work Plan
In order to describe my experience of
burnout I believe it will help if I outline,
once again, what I have been trying to
do . In Figure 1, I have prepared a graph
of four steps to attain a new free nation .
While the captions in Figure I give an
overview, I will not attempt in this letter
to answer all the questions which commonly arise in regard to the work plan.
Here I make on ly a few points wh ich
1
seem worth te lling at this time.

Economic Engineering
First, let me put down the foundation,
and tell why I believe the overall plan
should be viable. I admit the idea is
certainly ambitious, and that it is perhaps
unprecedented in human history. But,
because of what we now understand
about economics, it seems to me that
1

For another description of the FNF work
plan see the founding prospectus "Toward a
Free Nation," 1993, <www.FreeNation.org/
fnf/a/toward .html>.
The wo rk plan was also described in my
article "So lution: Coalesce and Build a Free
Nation," Freedom Network News (a publica. tion of the International Society for Indivi dual Liberty), No. 48, March 1997, pp . 18-20.
Additionally, important aspects of the
wo rk plan were suggested in my story "A
'Nation ' Is Born," Formu lations, Vol. V,
No. ! , Autumn 1997.
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such an achievement should fa ll within
reach of human design.
Generally, free nations prosper more
than unfree nations. And greater prosperi ty enables more-free nations to spend
more on security than less-free nations .
While it is easy to find counterexamples,
still the overall trend is evident and overwhelming. In spite of all the parasitism
wh ich we can observe in the life of nations, the trend across human history is
toward mo re property, more security.
Regimes wh ich secure property rights
preva il , on average . The Co ld War and
its outcome gives one example to support
thi s thesis.
Humans long ago observed that water
runs downhill. This observation of a fact
of nature led to the building of roofs,
waterworks, and many other useful
things. We now observe another fact of
nature: that greater freedom in markets
leads to greater prosperity and greater
security. But this observation, being sti ll
relatively new, has bare ly been employed
in design of human institutions.
This is where we come in. We can
employ this fact of nature. We do not
have to wait for happenstance to create
the next free nation on Earth. And we do
not have to wait until we can teach economics to 5 1% of our ne ighbors. We can
design institutions which employ freedom to generate security. We can des ign
a whole new Hong Kong.
Avail ab ility of Real Estate
Now this work plan makes an assumption that real estate is avai lab le. It
would probably be in the third world,
because third-word regimes would be
most poor and most probable to accept a
deal for an amount which our organization could offer. As evidence, I believe
proj ects such as those undertaken by
Michael van Notten demonstrate the
avai lability of real estate. What is lacking is not real estate which might be
purchased, but a buyer prepared to take
this step.
But what can an ordinary person do, in
the face of such a mammoth undertaking?
Given that I believe these th ings
about the working of economics and the
avai labi lity of real estate, I step back
from the ultimate goal, which I know is
far too grand for me to attempt. I try to
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find a plausible sequence of steps to the
goal which starts with someth ing I cou ld
hope to achieve. I come up with the fo ur
steps in Figure I. Six years ago I undertook Step I.
A billionaire could start at Step 4
Necessity might compel you or me to
start with Step I . But I believe a billionaire cou ld move directly to the final goal.
It would be necessary, I suppose, for
this hypothetical billionaire to pause
briefl y to prepare a transition plan and a
constitution. But, whi le debate about the
best way to constitute a new Hong Kong
may persist fo r a thousand years, I believe an adeq uate plan could be prepared
rapidly, draw ing upon present knowledge. So I suppose a billionaire could
start right away to shop for real estate.
The purpose of Step 2
In the overall plan, the work of FNF
(this present corporatio n) is Step 2 .
Since I think the first three steps are
necessary on ly for us non-billionaires, let
me try to make this point clear:

Th e purpose of Step 2 is to help us
attract the respectful attention of a
billionaire, or of 1,000 millionaires,
or of some sufficient combination of
interests.
I beli eve that if a think tank with the
profess ionali sm of the Cato Institute
were to sponsor an ongoing free-nation
forum , in wh ich top-notch constitutional
and lega l scholars proposed and debated
so lutions to the various issues wh ich
wo uld surround establishment of a new
Hong Kong, then that wou ld establish
plausibility in the minds of investors who
could accomplish Step 3. So the purpose
of Step 2 is to build the believability of
the who le pl an, and to give investors
confidence to proceed with Step 3.
Of course Step 2 should also produce
a beneficial by-product in that it should
achi eve the nominal goals anno unced for
Step 2 : It should build a body of knowledge abo ut transition plans, constitutions, and systems of law. Those of us
who participate in Step 2 should become
experts in these fields . I fancy we might
prove va luable as consultants to the investors who launch Step 3 .
But I believe that knowledge already
exists to piece together a suffi c ient
plan- even witho ut the additional exper-

tise which we who perform Step 2 wil l
gain . The main thing we need to build is
believability, to give confidence to investors.
This p lan avoids the tangle of persuasion
Let me repeat another important
point. This entire effort requires no conversion of statists to libertarian beliefs .
All it requires is that people who are
already libertarians form an organization
which commands enough assets to shop
seriously for real estate. After that organization ex ists then we wi ll need to dea l
with statists- but only as trading partners and not as compatriots.
Notice that we buy goods and services every day from trading partners
who may be statists; political values generally do not impede trading. This wi ll
be true when our nation-strength organization starts shopping for real estate.
Surely there will be some regime happy
to trade- provided they have reason to
trust our organization, provided they be1ieve that our organization can and will
keep its end of the bargain.
Thus this plan steps comp letely
aro und the barrier of popular persuasion
which daunts most libertarian efforts.

Frustrations with advancing toward
the Goal
Now I hope you will forgive me if I
cry on yo ur shoulder and tell of the frustrations which I have encountered in getting other libertarians to understand this
plan and to work within it.
Fai lure to see the remoteness of Step 4
We are not close to being ready to
shop for real estate, in that we are
nowhere near having a nation-strength
organization. Before starting to look for
real estate we need to complete Steps I ,
2, and 3 . But libertarians who have
become aware of FNF common ly misunderstand . They expect me to tell them
now where on Earth the free nation wi ll
be, and some dismiss FNF when they are
not satisfied with my answer.
Fa ilure to recognize the necessity (for
non-bi llionaires) of step 3, the buildin g
of a nation-strength organization
I believe that only a large and potent
organization- commanding perhaps one
billion dollars- could secure real estate
on terms which wou ld be acceptab le to
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start up a new Hong Kong. But again I
have trouble getting libertarians to think
this way.
On the one hand, many libertarians
seem to think that a few poor or middleclass jerks operating from a rowboat
might stake out a nation for themse lves- so they associate FNF with such
a scheme. But on the other hand they
know that they do not trust such a
scheme- so they dismiss FNF. I can not
seem to get these libertarians to listen
long enough to imagine a scenario with a
nation-strength organization.
Fai lure to focus upon step 2
Step 2 calls for formulating transition
plans , constitutions, contracts, and means
to provide both domestic security and
national security. I have had difficulty
getting enough material on such subjects.
Many people who join our process
seem to have other primary interests,
such as philosophy and morality. I believe that these people will judge the new
Hong Kong to be philosophically and
morally superior to less-free nations, assuming the FNF plan succeeds. But I do
not care about how they will arrive at
those judgments. I want to get on with
the building. As such I am often torn
when I have to decide whether to publish
a submission which contain a few threads
of practicality, which I want, mixed in
with mountains of philosophy or morality, which add to the confus ion among
our readers about what FNF is trying to
achieve.
For any FNF participant to be valuable to this undertaking two things seem
necessary. First, the participant must
understand the work plan. Second, the
participant must value the work plan
enough to be willing to work on it.
While many people show eagerness to
participate in FNF, precious few people
pass both these tests in my opinion.
Concerning the first requirement, if I
judge other people's understanding by
what I have been able to observe of the
way they act, speak, or write, then I
lament that perhaps only ten people understand the work plan (out of the hundreds whom we have contacted). And
concerning the second requirement,
among those ten who have displayed
understanding of the work plan, only a
few have shown that they are willing to
work on it.
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My attempts to lead FNF in performance of Step 2 have been difficult. And
in my opinion FNF's performance in
Step 2 has been spotty.
Failure to complete Step 1
I know that I am in no pos1t1on to
attempt Step 4, or even Step 3. But I do
flatter myself to imagine that I could
facilitate Step 2- if only I could complete Step 1.
Unfortunately, at this stage after six
years of effort, Step I has never been
completed as I envisioned. FNF has
never gotten off the ground with ability
to pay its scholars and staff. Volunteers
have performed all of our scholarship
and management.
Overall , I might summarize my frustration by saying that I feel almost alone
in promoting the FNF work plan. It
seems to me that if I relax my contro l of
FNF then the aim of the organization will
scatter into more usual libertarian habits
such as popular persuasion, philosophical debate, and trying to start a country
today with three men and a rowboat. I
fee l like I am driving a bus full of people
who, even though they have voluntari ly
gotten onto the bus, would each choose
to steer down a different road if given the
wheel.
Unfortunately at present I cannot
think of anyone who might step forward
to fill the management roles which I plan
to relinquish.
Concluding Comments
This letter has been difficult for me to
compose because, as you might observe,
I still believe in most aspects of the FNF
work plan. I am reluctant to set aside a
project that seems so right in so many
ways . And I am torn because I feel an
ob ligation to you who have responded
generous ly to FNF's so licitations. I do
not want to let you down.
Along the way FNF has definitely
had its successes. Often I have fo und
pleasure in leafing through an issue of
Formulations on those days when ,
sho1tly after mailing it, I imagine our
readers are receiving it. Typica lly I have
felt proud as a peacock. And we have
built a working concern here. Presently
FNF has about a dozen pa1ticipants who
volunteer regularly- giving of themselves within the little community of diverse interests which FNF has become.

Perhaps I have been overly optimistic
in the pace of progress which I expected .
And let me acknowledge something else:
the fai lure of other people to carry the
banner ofmy brilliant vision may suggest
not so much the sluggishness of those
people as the failure of my own understanding. I have fai led, it h,ust be, to
comprehend something important about
humans and the organizations which we
form . So my burnout may be a good
thing. It may push me into new undertakings where hopefully I might apply
my energies more efficiently toward our
common goa l.
You will notice that I am not asking
for donations at this stage. Hundreds of
dollars, or even a few thousand, will not
change the course which appears best to
me. Now if $20,000 were to fall out of
the sky that cou ld prod me onto a different course for at least another year. But
I am not planning on that.
Let me repeat that I anticipate FNF
will continue in some form in the year
2000 and beyond. At least our presence
on the Internet can continue indefinitely.
And there are many FNF tasks that I wi ll
be happy to continue. At least I will
want to keep in touch with free-nation
activists , corresponding and acting as a
hub of communication where that proves
useful. And if energy to advance the
FNF work plan emerges in other volunteers, I will want to work with them in
any way possible.
Thank you again for your contributions. These have supported the operation of FNF during years of exh ilarating
research and writing. I hope our sharing
may continue for many years to come.
With the drafting of this letter behind
me, I look forward to 1999 in FNF.
There continue to be topics concerning a
new free nation that I want to discuss in
FNF meetings . And there are sti ll many
subjects about which I want to write.
A happy 1999 to yo u,

!-I~
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Myths for a Free Nation
by Roderick T. Long

be a co nsensus on why it is best.
(Compare: contemporary statist society
survives because most people think it
best, though they too do not agree on
why.)

BRJAN: look, y ou've got it all
wrong. You don't need to follow
me. You don't need to follow anybody! You've got to think/or y ourselves. You 're all individuals!
FOLLOWERS [in unison] : Yes, we

are all individuals!
BRIAN: You're all different!
FOLLOWERS [in unison] : Yes, we

are all different!
(Monty Py thon's Life of Brian)

"Yes, We are All Different!"
A number of novels have been written abo ut visitors from a statist society to
a libertarian one. (Some examp les are
Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged, Eric Frank
Russell's The Great Explosion, James
Hogan's Voyage from Yestery ear, and
any number of novels by L. Neil Sm ith ,
such as The Probability Broach, Tom
Paine Maru , and Contact and Commune.) One feature they seem to have in
common is a thoroughgoing cultu ral uniformity ; the citizens of these libertarian
utopias agree about nearly a ll the basic
questions of morality, religion, and even
art. (A we lcome exception is found in J.
Nei l Schulman's novels Alongside Night
and The Rainbow Cadenza.)
This kind of uniformity is implausible. Not even co ll ectiv ist soc ieties are
characterized by that much agreement.
And an individualist society is especially
unlikely to be so, since it will be a refuge
for idiosyncratic mavericks of all varieties.
Some libertarians (particu larly, but
not sole ly, Randians) thi nk that a libertarian soc iety cannot survive without a
very spec ific cultu ral base. If this were
true, then the prospects for libertarianis m
wo uld be dismal
indeed,
since
widespread cultural uniformity is hard to
maintain without government intervention.
I think this scenario is too pessimistic. Even if there is just one set of
ideas that correctly identifies the reason
that libertarianism is the best political
system, a libertarian society can sti ll survive if there is w idespread agreement
that libertarianism is best; there need not
Formulations Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring 1999

Roderick Long
I agree, then, that a free nation will
prosper on ly in a favorab le cultural context. But such a context can be a constellation of quite diverse and even incompatible sets of ideas; it need not be a
single monolithic package.

Stories for Libertarians
If we do not need to ask, then, what
one cu ltural form is necessary in order to
preserve a free soc iety, we can nevertheless ask what sorts of cu ltural forms
might tend to reinforce liberty . I have
touched on this question before, when I
argued that the New Age movement represented a set of ideas and institutional
1
practices favorab le to a free nation. My
present concern , however, is w ith
my thology in the broad sense: what
kinds of stories (muthoi) might it be
advantageous for members of a free nation to tell themselves?
A cul ture's stories are an important
repository of its values. T he stories may
or may not be litera lly believed. T he
Greek myths about the Olympian gods
(Zeus, Athena, Apo ll o, and so forth)
were probab ly accepted as literal truth in
class ical antiquity, whereas they were not
so accepted during the 16th- I 9th centuries ; yet the cu ltura l and artistic impact

of those myths was nearly as great during
the latter period as during the former.
T here are two kinds of beliefs that
might need to be reinforced by myths or
stories in a free nation . One is beliefs
abo ut the nature of order, and the other
is beliefs about the virtues. Let's consider these in turn .

The Earliest Myths About Order
Our earliest ancestors seemed to have
shared some common views about the
nature and origin of order. At any rate,
the earliest (i .e. , roughly pre-7thcentury-BCE) myths of the Egyptians,
Mesopotamians, Greeks, Hindus , and
Norsemen seem to have followed a common pattern . (The Norse sources are
more recent than this period, but are
genera lly thought to derive from early
lndo-European material.) According to
the common view, the universe in its
earliest phase was a vast, amorphous,
indeterminate mass described variously
as Water or Chaos ; this origin was conceptualized as disorderly and imperfect.
Out of this indeterminate origin , the first
gods emerged; these gods were forces of
order, and turned back and imposed order and limit on their disorderly origin,
thus creati ng the world we know. In the
period that followed, the gods of order
maintained our world in existence by
fighting a ceaseless battle agai nst the
incursions of the forces of disorder
(usually characterized as giants or
demons) that were constantly trying to
2
restore the earlier chaos.
Significantly, the apparatus of the
State was identified with the forces of
order; and the struggle between order
and chaos was often described in terms
invo lving a comparison to the invad ing
State-founders' initial conquest and ongoing subordination of the native populace.
In some cu ltures, such as the Egyptian, the struggle between order and
chaos was seen as perpetual ; in others, it
was regarded as ending at some point.
The Greeks, ever optimistic, thought it
1

"Reli gious Influence on Po litical Structure: Lessons from the Past, Prospects for the
Future," Formulations, Vol. 2, N o. 3 (Spring
1995).
2
For detai ls, see The Intellectual Adventure ofAncient Man by Henri Frankfort et al. ,
and Cosmos, Chaos, and the World to Come
by N orman Cohn.
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had already ended with the tr iumph of
the Olympians over the Titans; the order
of the world was now basically secure.
The Norse, more pessimistic, thought
that the forces of disorder, the Frost G iants, were destined to defeat the gods at
Ragnarok, the great battle at the end of
the world. (These differences may have
had something to do with climate. Egyptian society was dependent on the Nile
and subj ect to its annu al floodin g; a
cyclical view of ongoing struggle may
have seemed attractive. In the bleak and
frozen north with its long dark winters,
the prospects for conditions favorab le to
life may have seemed tenuous and fragile, whereas temperate Greece might
have inspired a more hopeful outlook.)
But the common features of the
myths were these: (a) the determ inate
and orderly is good; the indeterminate
and disorderly, bad; (b) the indeterminate and disorderly needs to have order
imposed upon it by conscious agents; yet
(c) these agents themselves are the spontaneous products of the world's indeterminate and disorderly source.
One can see why, as intellectua l speculation developed, this early view of order might have begun to seem unsatisfactory. If the indeterminate is a disorderly
mess that needs to have order imposed
upon it, how was it able to give rise
spontaneously to the gods in the first
place?
Now perhaps this is not such a problem. We think that some forms of order
can emerge spontaneously, wh ile others
must be imposed by conscious intention;
and it seems plausible to suppose that the
second kind of order is the indirect result
of the first kind of order. However, the
early myths gave no great scope for the
operation of spontaneous order beyond
the initial act of giving birth to the gods.
This birth, then, was the one inexplicable
exception to the general rule that ungoverned nature was worth less and unproductive without the guiding hand of
some ordering mind . How cou ld the
good (i.e ., order) arise from the bad (i.e.,
disorder)?

Order as Eternal: The Zoroastrian
Innovation
Around the 7th century BCE, then,
two new views of order arose. The first
seems to have had its start with the
Zoroastrian religion in Persia.
T he
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Zoroastrians too be lieved in a struggle
between the benevo lent forces of order
and the recalcitrant forces of chaos, but
they denied that the former could ever
have arisen from the latter. Ahu ramazda, the god of light and order, was an
independent, self-existent entity who had
always existed and so needed no "origin
story." All kinship between the determinate and the indeterminate was severed,
and all scope for spontaneous order was
elimin ated.
As N ietzsche writes:
"Almost all the problems of philosophy once again pose the same form of
question as they did two thousand
years ago: how can something originate from its opposite, for examp le
rationality from irrationality, the sentient in the dead, logic in unlogic,
di sinterested contemplation in covetous desire, living for others in egoism, truth in error? Metaphysical
philosophy has hitherto surmounted
this difficulty by denying that the one
originated in the other and assuming
for the more highly va lued thing a
3
miracu lous source .... "
Th is is exactly what the Zoroastrians
did. Order and definition being good,
they cou ld not have originated in disorder and indeterminacy, and must therefore have had a distinct transcendent origin . (And it is no coincidence that Nietzsche chose the fig ure of Zarathustra, the
legendary fo under of Zoroastrianism, as
the mouthpiece for his own phi losophy.
As he explains in his autobiography, he
thought it was appropriate that the originator of the dualist myth should also be
the agent of its destruction.)
This new Zoroastrian view in turn
may have influenced ( or been influenced
by?) the Jewish conception of a selfex istent God imposing order on an earth
"without form and void" ; certain ly the
Torah as we now know it is thought to
have been assembled during the Pers ian
occupation of Judea, under the supervision of the Hebrew prophets Ezra and
Nehem iah, both of whom were ministers
of the Persian Shah.
At least Zoroastrianism certainly influenced the Greek philosopher Pythagoras and his fo llowers, who saw order as
the product of "limiters" imposing order
and definition on the "unlimited" ; the
Pythagoreans' preference for Persian

dress, their assoc 1at1on of order with
light and fire , and their claim that onl y
God deserved the title "wise" (mazda, in
Persian) all suggest a Zoroastrian origin
for their ideas. And these ideas in turn
influenced later Greek philosophers like
Anaxagoras and Plato . (Few thinkers
have been more hostile to the idea of
spo ntaneo us order than Plato.) The
Zoroastrian-Pythagorean outlook was
also put into the service of male dominance; women were described as inherently disorderly and indeterminate, needing to have the ma le principle imposed
on them.

Order as a Fall from Grace: The
Upanishadic Innovation
T he other new view of order took
shape within Hinduism, in a series of
religious scriptures known as the Upanishads. The authors of the Upan ishads
likewise took serio usly the quest ion :
"How can order, if it is good, arise from
disorder, if that is bad?" Unlike the
Zoroastrians, however, the Upanishadic
authors did not challenge the premise
that order and limit had originally arisen
from the indeterminate and amorphous.
Instead, they reversed the evaluations.
The foundation of all being and value
was Brahman, a formless and indescribab le something-or-other devoid of all
defin ite qualities . Whi le Brahman could
be described as God, it was not a personal deity, but was compared to water
or air or space or nothingness. But this
lack of determinacy was now seen not as
something negative (messiness, incoherence) but as something positive (infinite
transcendence). The emergence of limit
was now seen as a limitation rather than
the introd uction of precision and symmetry. We are mere aspects of Brahman,
and our distinct separateness is a liabi lity
rather than a value; true happiness li es in
loss of ind ividual identity and reabsorption into Brahman. Selfis hness, desiring
to maintain one's own individual identity,
is the ultimate vice and folly. (A sim ilar
idea is fo und in some forms of Buddhism, though Brahman there gets replaced with Nirvana, or pure nothingness.) In N ietzsche's or Spengler's terms,
this preference for the unlimited represents a Dionysian or Faustian ideal, by
contrast with the Apollonian ce lebration
of the limit.
3

Human, A/I-Too-Human I. I.
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This idea too was put into the service
of male dominance, though once again
with the values reversed: now women
were associated with limit and men with
the unlimited. (I recall seeing the Jungian psychologist Joseph Campbell on
television a decade ,ago talking about
how Hindu thought was less sexist than
Greek thought because the Hindus associated woman with limit rather than the
unlimited . It was my realizing how he'd
utterly missed the point that first got me
started thinking about this issue.) Interestingly, the same evaluation shows up in
18th century Europe, in the idea that
woman is "beautiful" (as flowers and
calligraphy and dainty doilies are beautiful) whi le man is "sublime" (as waterfalls
and mountains and Gothic cathedrals are
sub lime).
The metaphysical side of this idea
also seems to have had influence in
Greece, through the early Miles ian
philosophers who identified the basic
principle of all existence as something
indefinite but alive, calling it variously
Water, Air, or the Unlimited. It is not
clear whether the associated hostility toward individual identity accompanied
the view in this case, though the Milesian
Anaximander does say that coming into
existence is an injustice for which losing
one's existence is the appropriate
penalty. In any case, the Milesian view
eventually got superseded by the more
influential Pythagorean view (though the
two may have gotten strangely combined
later on , in Neoplatonism, where God,
the supreme principle of limit, is himself
completely unlimited- an idea of which
there are foreshadowings in Plato himself).
There is also the possibi lity of an
influence on China, through Taoism,
though this is controversial. Anyway,
the Taoists chall enged the dominant
preference for form and limit and determinacy, singing the praises of water and
nothingness and indescribability. In contrast to the Confucian doctrine that one
should shape and polish oneself like
jade, the Taoists upheld the ideal of indefinite original simp licity as symbolized
by the "uncarved block." It's wrong to
try to impose order on things rather than
letting them be governed by their own
natural impulses. (Interestingly, while
celebrating the unlimited, the Taoists retain the Confucian association of the un-
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limited with the fema le, and thus end up
ce lebrating the female. This fact doesn't
seem to have translated into any actual
support for the betterment of women's
position , however.)
Taoists are often hailed as precursors
of libertarianism because of their recognition of spontaneous order; this is true
as far as it goes, but it's important to
realize that the Taoists had no great attachment to order in any case. Lao-tzu
(Laozi), for examp le, upholds as his social ideal a small village whose members
have few possessions, cannot read or
write, count on their fingers, and never
dream of traveling even as far as the next
village. That they also have no need of
rulers is still not enough to make this a
utopia in most libertarians' eyes.

Self-Polishing Jade: The Mencian
Alternative
None of these conceptions of order is
particularly conducive to the survival of
a free nation. The Zoroastrian ideal
eliminates what little scope the earlier
conception had allotted to spontaneous
order, instead seeing all order as the
product of conscious effort to impose
discipline on unruly forces. Translated
into the political sphere, this conception
tends to support statism. But the Upanishadic ideal, slighting as it does human
individuality and the products of the human mind, is not very congenial to libertarian values either. (The Zoroastrian
ideal is a Hayekian's nightmare, the Upanishadic ideal is a Randian's nightmare.)
In the end, the pre-7th-century conception was perhaps the least wrongheaded: some kinds of order emerge
spontaneously, others require conscious
effort, and the latter kinds are produced
by beings who are instances of the former kinds. But the pre-7th-century conception sti ll allowed little scope for spontaneous order once the forces of consciously imposed order had arrived on
the scene.
The conception of order most appropriate to a free nation may be the one put
forward in the writings of Mencius
(Meng-tzu, Mengzi), the maverick Confucian philosopher (4th century BCE)
who tried to steer a middle way between
the top-down control-freak ideals of
Confucians like Hslin-tzu (Xunzi) and
the hands-off quietism of Taoists like
Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu (Zhuangzi).

Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu regarded natural
spontaneity and conscious effort as opposed; they favored the former and devalued the latter. One shou ld adapt oneself to one's circumstances rather than
trying to adapt one's circumstances to
oneself. Go with the flow, let things be.
Hsiin-tzu was the opposite; he agreed
that natural spontaneity and conscious
effort were opposed, but he reversed the
valuations. The natural tendency of
things is toward evil, unless they have
order imposed on them from without.
This was true of human beings as well,
he thought; people's natural tendencies
are corrupt, and moral education runs
against the natural grain. A virtuous
person is as much an artificial product of
a craftsman's ski ll as is a vase or a
tab le-form and definition successfully
imposed on recalcitrant material.
Mencius rejects both these approaches. For him they are opposite
sides of the same coin: the mistaken
assumption that natural spontaneity and
conscious effort are opposed. Rather,
conscious effort is precisely what human
beings naturally, spontaneously, tend to
do . Thus Mencius shares Hsi.in-tzu's
preference
for
deliberate
selfimprovement-carving and polishing
oneself like jade. But he believes, with
the Taoists, that success lies in going
with rather than against the natural grain
of things, and he makes fun of those who
"try to help their plants grow" by tugging
impatiently on them and thus killing
them. Where Hsiin-tzu seeks to command nature, and the Taoists seek to
obey it, Mencius embodies the Baconian
dictum that "nature, to be commanded,
must be obeyed." . The movement from
disorder to order is part of the natural
tendency of things; we can help the process along, and in some cases direct it
toward our favored kinds of order instead of some other, but always by cooperating with the natural tendencies of
things (as one does when one waters
plants) rather than imposing order from
without.
The Mencian view of order is a myth.
Maybe it is a true myth; maybe the material world really does have an inherent
tendency toward greater order, as many
New Age religions proclaim. Or maybe
it is only a metaphor; raw materials, after
all , have no inherent tendency to form
themselves into girders and bridges with-
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out a lot of difficult human labor overcoming a lot of resistance. But the myth
need not be believed as applying literally
to all cases of order, for it to be a valuable way of conceptualizing an approach
to order that cou ld be useful for members
of a free nation.
This fact could prove an unexpected
bonus for a free nation, which may need
to appeal to the cultural traditions of its
immigrants. Nearly one fourth of the
world's population lives in countries
where Confucianism and Taoism are traditions of long standing, and Mencius is
a respected figure. (This remains true
despite Communist attempts in many of
those countries to suppress such traditional ideas.) If a fledgling free nation
could identify itself with Mencius' reconciliation of Confucianism and Taoism,
this could serve as useful PR to counter
the popular claim that individual liberty
is inconsistent with "Asian values."
Bourgeois and Bohemian Virtues
I set out to discuss both stories about
order and stories about virtue. Much of
what I've said about order, however, will
apply to virtue as well; good libertarian
stories about virtue might be ones that
portray individuals with a Mencian approach to order. I do wish to conclude
with some further reflections on virtue,
however.
Most of the stories we tell ourselves
about admirable conduct are stories that
embody the warrior ethic. That is understandable enough; stories about danger
and violent conduct are exciting and
therefore enjoyable. Moreover, everyone needs to cultivate the ability to face
their fears, and so such stories are an
important part of moral education. But
an exclusive focus on the warrior ethic is
not an ideal characteristic of stories for a
mercantile society (as I presume most
libertarian societies will be).
This is not because the warrior ethic
underemphasizes such values as compassion. On the contrary, compassion is
often seen as one of the warrior's principal motivations. What the warrior ethic
generally does not allow for is the kind
of reciprocity involved in market transactions:
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"It is interesting to observe that the
code of chivalry assumes the helplessness of others. The knight in
shining armor is a hero just to the
extent that he extricates others from
circumstances that they are unable to
transcend. He slays the dragon that
threatens the frightened and frail
peasants; he subdues the tyrannical
usurper lord ; he protects the innocent
against the heathen invader. In all
cases, the knight is able to succeed as
a knight where, and because, others
fail. He is their last hope, and they
will be eternally grateful to him, their
benefactor and their savior.

In contrast, the entrepreneur must
find a way to appeal to others. He
cannot assume that he will be welcome; he expects to be subject to
evaluation and critical review; he
must proceed in his dealings with
others by recognizing their autonomy, as they are free to go elsewhere
and will certainly do so if they believe they are being poorly dealt with.
In short, whereas the code of chivalry
elevates the knight and demeans others, commerce strives to gain the respect of others and can do so only by
4
extending respect. "
It is therefore not surpnsmg that
some libertarians (e.g., Deirdre McCloskey and David Kelley)5 have called
for a renewed emphasis on the bourgeois
virtues of production and trade associated with Benjamin Franklin, either to
replace the warrior ethic (Mccloskey) or
to supplement it (Kelley). Stories celebrating the bourgeois virtues would thus
be useful in a free nation. Yet there are
few such stories, apart from the preachy
uninspiring moralistic twaddle purveyed
in so much "improving literature" of the
late 19th century, and the heroic alienated individualists of Ayn Rand's novels
(who would al l make terrib le salesmen).
A more prom ising literary approach to
mercantile virtues might take its start
from Robert C. Solomon's "Corporate
Roles, Personal Virtues: An Aristotelian
6
Approach to Business Ethics. "

But bourgeois virtues are not enough .
If a free nation is to survive, it must also
possess a healthy admixture of bohemian
virtues- virtues involving skepticism toward and rebellion against established
authority. Otherwise it could become all
too easy for a society of dutiful worker
bees to acquiesce in the emergence of
some new form of oppression. (What if
a consortium of powerful corporations
decided to try to become a government?)
One of my favor ite libertarian heroes
in popular culture is Bugs Bunny. Unlike, say, Daffy Duck, Bugs Bunny does
not sow chaos in other people's lives for
the hell of it. He peacefully minds his
own business. But if someone invades
his territory, he strikes back- with
brains, not brawn-subjecting the oppressor to ingeniously fiendish pranks
and turning their own strength against
them with Mencian/Taoist subtlety. (It is
no accident that Bugs Bunny is based,
via Brer Rabbit, on the trickster-hero
rabbit of African fo lklore.) Bugs defends liberty, not like a chivalrous warrior or armored knight, but like a hacker.
Now we see the ideal hero of libertarian fiction: Ben Franklin with a monkeywrench. 6
4

James E. Chesher, "Business: Myth and
Morality," p. 53 ; in Robert W. McGee, ed. ,
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(Westport: Quorum Books, 1992), pp. 4565 .
.
s Deirdre McCloskey, "Bourgeois Virtue"

American Scholar, Vol. 63, No. 2 (Spring
1994); David Kelley, The Fountainhead:
50th Anniversary Celebration, Institute for
Objectivist Studies, 1993
6
In Daniel Statman, ed. , Virtu e Ethics
(Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press,
1997), pp. 205-226.
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Myths of the
Nation-State
by Gordon Neal Diem

One essential too l in the socia lization
process is mythology. Myths are simply
stories that need no proof or substantiation. Myths are agreed upon and accepted by the vast majority of people

The Free Nation is a nation-state.
The nation-state is a duality; it is both a
nation and a state. The nation is a mass
of people united by cu lture, psychology,
and shared territory into a nationality.
T he state is the organizat ion through
which the nation maintains its freedom
and independence.
At some point in the development of
a nation, the nationality asp ires to selfgovernment, and the nation-state is born.
In the process of this birth , each nationstate develops a set of myths which (I)
explain and justify its creation, (2) simplify the process of socia lizing its new
members, (3) distinguish it from all other
nation-states, (4) describe relationships
among its citizens, and (5) chart its destiny.

THE ROLE OF MYTH IN
MAINTAINING NATIONALITY
A nation is a mass of people sharing
a common geographic territory, common
culture, common history, and common
aspirations. The nation-state is founded
through the initiative of intense ly nationalistic individuals who claim se lfgoverning statehood for the nation , usually through acts of heroi sm and selfsacrifice like revolution or mass migration. Once established, the nation-state
is perpetuated from generation to generation through the process of socializat ion .
Socializat ion impri nts nationality and
state citizenship on both newborn citizens and immigrants.
The newborn has no notion of nationality or citizenship and has no reason to
support one nation or one state over another. Soc ialization begins with a blank
slate and constructs both nationality and
citizenship. The immigrant aspires to
assume the new nationality and new citizenship; that is the immigrant's motive
for migration. But, each immigrant must
be deprogrammed from their previous
nationality before being enculturated
with the new nationality and must forsake their old citizenship as they embrace new citizenship.
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Gordon Diem
who share a common culture. Myths
deal with a variety of topics from morals
to medicine ; some myths deal d irectly or
indirectly with nationhood and with
statehood.

INVENTORY OF MYTHS
ESSENTIAL TO A NATION-STATE
Six categories of myths support the
successfu l nation-states from antiquity to
the present. These are (I) Myths of
Founding, (2) Myths of Dynasty, (3)
Myths of Great Struggle, (4) Myths of
Uniq ueness, (5) Myths of Po litical Community, and (6) Myths of Destiny.

Myths of Founding
The nation and the state are founded
by a great personage or personages, usually with divine or supernatural attributes . The founding is a miraculous
event accomp li shed by extraordinary
personalities.
Myths of antiquity provide examp les .
A Trojan prince and his descendants,
Romulus and Remus, found Rome . Most
of the other cities of the Roman Republic
are also founded by Greek heroes of the
Trojan War. The god of never-ending
light and bounty founds Russ ia. The

descendent of the only survivor of the
great flood sent by Zeus to destroy humanity founds Greece and is the direct
ancestor of all Greek people. The sun
god founds the Inca Empire and is the
ancestor of all Inca people. The Irish are
the beneficiaries of several successive
foundings, the earliest ones by Noah's
daughter who arrives forty days before
the Great Flood and is drowned in the
deluge, and Parthalon, a descendent of
Noah's son Japheth , who arrives 300
years after the flood.
American founders include the righteous Pi lgrims with their near perfect
compact form of government, the phi lanthrop ic William Penn , the Roanoke
colony which vanishes in heroic mystery,
and the Jamestown Colony with its dashing John Sm ith, for whom Princess Pocahontas sacrifices her own nationality to
insure his nationa lity survives. The
American nation becomes a nation-state
at the hands of the great revolutionary
Founding Fathers, described as heroic,
extraordinary, and visionary.
The Free Nation will construct its
own myths of founding, focusing on the
already enshrined Ayn Rand who provides the moral justification for the Free
Nation, the visionary Rich Hammer who
faci litates the soc ial and political framework for the Free Nation, and that one
entrepreneurial libertarian who eventually secures the geographic territory for
the home of the Free Nation.

Myths of Dynasty
The current rulers of the state are
legitimized by their connection to the
founders through dynastic succession,
nobility, social class, po litical party affiliation, or some other shared cohort status. The entire current generation of
citizens is linked to the dead heroes of
the past and to the yet unborn.
Antiq ui ty provides many examples.
The nobl e fami lies of Thebes are descendants of the "sown men" who arise from
the teeth of the dragon slain by the
founder of Thebes and planted by him on
divine orders. There are div ine or partially divine ancestors for the royal ruling
regimes of ancient Germany, the Inca
Empire, and modern Rwanda, Zaire, Sudan , and most other royal families of the
world .
American myths of dynasty include
claims the original Founding Fathers also
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fathered America's great political parties,
claims current public po licies are an incremental extension of the ideas of those
Founding Fathers, and personal claims
by budding politicians to connections
with the leadership dyn ast ies of the
American past- the Roosevelts, Byrds,
and Bushes. Continuity from the past is
maintained by organizations like the
Daughters of the American Revolution
and by the national preoccupation with
genealogy.
The Free Nation will construct its
own myths of dynasty, probably based on
loyalty to one of the various paradigms
of libertarian philosophy (e.g. objectivist, anarchist) or on claims of genetic
lineage from the heroic founde rs of the
Free Nation . Successive generations of
leaders of the Free Nation will legitimize
their claim to leadership by associating
themse lves with the found ing personalities .

Myths of Great Struggle
Founders struggle with , and overcome, great and evi l adversaries in the
process of establishing the nation-state,
thus imbuing both themselves and the
founding of the nation-state with moral
virtue. Those opposing the founders use
immoral means in their opposition, but
the founders use only moral means
rooted in the hi ghest human values of fair
play, self-sacrifice, and humanitarianism
to overcome that opposition .
Antiquity provides many examples.
Cadnus confronts and kills a dragon in
order to found Thebes. J immu-tenno
mounts a great expeditionary conquest to
become the first emperor of Japa n.
Nyikang, founder of Sudan, defeats the
sun in battle and parts the waters of the
White Ni le to estab lish the Shilluk nation
and its governing dynasty. Parthalon, a
descendent ofNoah's son Japheth, battles
the evil Fomorians, descendants of
Noah's son Ham, for control of Ireland.
Romulus wars with the Sabines to establish the Roman nation and state. Yu the
Great, labors thirteen years to drain the
waters of a great Chinese flood into the
sea before establishing the Xia Chinese
dynasty.
The classic American founding struggles include the War of Independence
against an evil British king and the longterm struggle of American unioni sts
against the anti-federalists and confeder-
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ates who oppose uni ty and support states'
rights .
The Free Nation will identify some
struggle of its own- a strugg le against
the sea in ships, aga inst aggression from
neighboring nation-states, or against interference from the Un ited Nations or
from Ameri can tax authorities . Th is
struggle, and the sacrifice by those who
make the struggle, wi ll justify the nation
and sanctify the governing regime .

Myths of Uniqueness
The nation-state claims to be one-ofa-kind among the nations and states of
the world. The race, culture, and intellectua l ach ievements of the nationality
are unique and superior. The structure
and ideo logy of the state are a lso unique,
superior, and invincible in the face of
foreign or domestic adversaries.
In antiquity, th e Israelites claim they
are the uniquely chosen people of God,
that their culture and laws are g iven directly to them by God, and that God
supports them in war. In Hawaii , Pacco,
a divine conqueror from across the sea,
overthrows the existing dynasty of chiefs
creating a new dynasty and founding the
new religion of the regime. American
uniqueness includes claims for ( 1) the
first written Constitution, (2) a historically superior "presidential" and "representative" form of government, (3) a
melting-pot culture which com bines only
the best attributes of each of the other
nationalities and states of the world,
(4) the first nation born in freedom, and
(5) divine guidance in a ll the above.
The Free Nation w ill claim to be the
most free nation on Earth and the first to
put into practice the ideals of libertarianism. The culture, social arrangements,
and government of the Free Nation will
be touted as the vanguard of the inev itabl e worldwide movement away
from the libera l-conservative left-right
continuum and movement toward the libertarian pinnacle of the No lan Chait. All
these claims w il l support a notion of
moral superiority in a world of inferior
nation-states.
Myths of Political Community
A national fantasy of an idea li zed
political community instructs citizens
how the politics of the state operates and
how citizens relate to one another within
the nation and th e state.

In antiquity, politics is clearly eliti st
and authoritarian and the re lationship
among citizens is stratified into superiorinferior and master-s lave. Plato's Republic is the idea l hierarchical nation-state.
Enlighten ment thinkers and the
American and French Revol utions bring
a new fantasy of equality, fraternity, and
democracy. All men are created equal
and participate equally in the life of the
nation-state.
The Free Nation will c laim to be the
ul timate fu lfi llment of the En lightenment
myths , with a ll previous nation-states,
including the United States, being inferior successive approximations of the ultimate ideal. In fact, much of the work of
the Free Nation Foundation is focused on
creating the nationa l fantasy of the idealized community even before the nationstate is founded.

Myths of Destiny
Based on the stature of its founders ,
the virtue of its great struggle, the legitimacy and pedigree of its continuity, and
the unique superiority of its culture and
government, the nation-state sees itself
destined for geopo litical greatness . With
divine support and with moral and political superiority, the nation-state draws the
people and resources of the world to
itself, teaches and guides the less fortunate and less able nations of the world ,
accumulates vast territories and wealth ,
and fulfills the great destiny or higher
purpose thrust upon it by gods or fates.
T he destiny is phrased in generaliti es so
any succession of short-term goals and
the deve lopment of new goa ls is poss ibl e
within the context of that destiny.
In antiquity, the Israelites are destined to obey God, the future glories of
Rome are revealed by the gods to Rome's
founder, the goddess Aphrod ite predicts
the everlasting dynasty of Rome (perhaps
through to the Third Re ich?), and conquerors from Alexander to the Islamic
war lords claim to fu lfi ll destin y w ith
their successful conquests. The British
Empire of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries assumes "the white man's burden" to civilize the peoples of the world .
American history is dotted with
claims for manifest destiny, including
conso lidatio n of the colonies, conquest
of the natives, conquest of the terrain ,
expansion west of the Appalachians, expansion to the Pacific, expansion into
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Spanish America, expansion into a
globa l emp ire, and singular leadership of
the New World Order. American history
is also dotted with claims of cultural,
racial, and po litical superiority, inc luding
superiority over the yellow horde, the
Fi lipino peop le, the European despots,
and the Soviet evi l empire.
The Free Nation will deve lop simi lar
myths to solidify a sense of nationality,
instill nationa l and state loya lty, and
maintain the self-confidence of the
nation-state in the face of a world community which does not share the va lues
of the Free Nation. 6
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A Free Society
Requires the Myth
of a Higher Law

Personal Freedom
If all the peop le who li ke to be left
alone by organizations, movements ,
causes, busybodi es, reformers, and dogooders wou ld band together to crusade

by Roy Halliday
Self-interest, altru ism, and princip le
are three basic reasons why people do
things . Self-interest is our motive when
we do something because we believe we
wi ll benefit from it. Altruism is our
motive when we do something because
we believe someone we care about will
benefit from it. Principle is our motive
when we do something because we believe it is the morally right thing to do.
Why would peop le work to establi sh
a free society? Which basic motive
holds the most promise? To simplify the
analys is, let's imagine that we act on on ly
one of these motives at a time.

Self-Interest
Two se lfish reasons why we might
work for a free society are: ( 1) so we can
get rich (greed) and (2) so we can live in
a country where we do n't get bossed
aro und by the government (personal
freedom).
Greed
Greed can motivate us to defend a
free society in which we already have
investments, and it can motivate us to
invest in an estab lished free society, but
it cannot motivate us to make sacrifi ces
to establish a free society unless we are
foo ls. The myth that we wi ll get rich by
establishing a free society might appea l
to gullible people, but state lotteries have
siphoned off so many that I don't think
there are enough left for a libertar ian
movement.
Libertarians who are interested in
building a free society cannot promise
success, nor can we honestly say that
joining the libertarian movement is in
our se lf-i nterest. Probab ly it is not.
Un less we get some libertarian bil lionaire to hire enough peop le to create a
free soc iety, greed will not provid e
enough incentive.
In a country such as the United States
where state power is spread ing stead ily,
greedy peop le, if they are smart and unprinc ipled, will take advantage of the
political means to acquire wea lth.
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for their common cause, they might win
the peace and privacy they desire . The
problem, of course, is that these are the
very people who don't join crusades of
any kind. All movements and causes are
distasteful to the kind of people the libertarian movement wo uld benefit the most.
They don't have fa ncy ideas about morality or economics to promote. They don't
li ke to bother people. They respect privacy.
How can these indi vidual ists be induced to unite and to make sacrifi ces to
build a free nation? I doubt that it can be
don e.
Individua ls whose top priority is personal freedom w ill come to a free society
after it is establi shed, but they won't
make sacrifices to create such a society.
We need a social rather than a selfish
myth .
Being a libertarian today entai ls being alienated from the prevai ling modes
of political and moral thinking. It can
entai l sacrific ing some popu larity, prestige, and econom ic opportunities.
We won' t get far in building a free
nation if we base our movement on se lfishness. We cannot achieve a free society by ho lding personal wea lth or per-

sonal freedo m as the ultimate goa l and
aiming directly at it. In stead, 1 think we
need to appeal to a wider aud ience that
includes more soc ia l peop le.
What myth can we promote that soc ial peop le might like to believe?

Altruism
A ltruism as it natural ly occurs, is not
general ized enough to support a movement fo r uni versal freedom. Most people, in so far as they are altrui st ic, are
interested in the we lfare of their friends
and fami lies more than in the welfare of
mankind at large . T heir a ltruism is
strongest with regard to people they
share their li ves with, and it is more
effective when it is channe led into
specia l-interest politi cs as opposed to
working for the pub li c interest.
For altruism to be generalized so that
it emb races everybody (as in soc ial utili tarian ism), it needs to tap into our sense
of morality rather than our natural concern
for peop le we actually know and love.
A social util itarian, who be lieves the
highest moral good is to maximize the
material welfare of the greatest number
of peop le, has to put as ide his natural
concern for his friends and fami ly. He
has to reject his natural se lfis hness and
hi s natura l altruism in order to count all
peop le (himse lf, his fa mily, his friends ,
and strangers) as equa l units in his calculations. He is morally ob ligated to understand economics so he can determine
how to optimize the use of soc iety's resources.
By study ing econom ics, a soc ial uti litarian can come to be lieve that private
property and the free market are the appropri ate means to his mo ra l goal. T hi s
wo uld give him a motive to promote a
free soc iety. However, I do not believe
economic theories will persuade enough
people to build a libertarian movement.
For one thing, most economic theories that peop le are exposed to are wro ng
and do not support a free soc iety. For
another thin g, Austr ian economi cs,
which I be lieve is correct and which does
support a free society, is boring and is
beyond th e menta l capac ities of most
peop le .
Not onl y is soc ial utilitarian ism too
com pli cated, it mi sses the ma rk emot iona lly. After all, the strongest emoti ona l
objection to the state is that it is tyrannica l, not that it is inefficient.
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Principle
The non-aggression princip le is simple enough for even pub li c-schoo l graduates to understand, and it is the key to
libertarianism. Many people already
agree with this principle and practice it in
their private lives, but they fail to apply it
to the activities of the state. Libertarians
are distinguished by the consistency with
which we apply the non-aggression princip le. We regard it as absolutely binding
for all morally responsib le ad ults, regard less of race, religion , nationa lity,
sex, time, or place. We recognize this
moral principle as superior to the laws of
any state. So, log ically, libertarianism is
a "higher-law" philosophy.
The non-aggression principle serves
three functions for libertarians: (I) It
provides a basis for judging the morality
of government laws. (2) It is the fundamental law of a free soc iety. (3) It
provides a motive for us to work for a
free society. Let's look at these functions
one at a time.
(I) To see how the non-aggression
principle enables us to judge the morality
of government laws, consider the statement "Taxation is theft." This statement
makes sense only if theft has a meaning
beyond the legal meaning ass igned by
the state. In other words, th is judgme nt
ass um es a hi gher law than the laws of
the state. The non-aggression principle
is such a higher law. When we comb in e
the non-aggression princip le with the
principles of private property (selfownership, the homestead principle,
and the right to make contracts and to
trade), "Taxation is theft" becomes an
inte ll igib le statement. Otherw ise it is
nonsense.
(2) A free soc iety is a society in
which everyone enjoys the max imum
amount of liberty that is logically poss ib le . The non-aggression principle is,
necessarily, the fundamental law in such
a society. Deviations from the nonaggression principle tend to reduce the
amount of discretion in soc iety.
(3) Be lief in the non-aggression princip le provides a moral motive for wanting to estab lish a free society. T he nonaggress ion principle appeals directly to
our sense of right and wrong ( our conscience) rather than to our self-interest or
altruism. Since conscience is a nearly
universal human trait and since it is accompanied by strong emotions, it can
Formulations Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring 1999

move a large number of people to unite
for a common purpose.
Reasons for Believing in the NonAggression Principle
There are several ways to arrive at a
belief in the non-aggression principle. It
can be taken as a religious tenet based on
faith, or it can be adopted as a moral
tenet based on reason, or it can result
from skeptici sm about all moral theories.
You could adopt the non-aggress ion
principle because yo u believe in a supernatural lawgiver who commands you to
do so. For examp le, if you believe Jesus
is divine and ought to be obeyed, then
you would refuse to use vio lence at all,
whether for aggress ion or for se lfdefense. You would be a pacifist libertarian like Jesus.
Alternative ly, you cou ld adopt the
non-aggression pr in c ipl e because you
think the principle itse lf makes sense.
You could reason in one of the following
ways:
You cou Id begin by noting that ethics
is similar to esthetics. We have a natural
capacity to learn about and to appreciate
morality and beauty. We have natural
emotions that are evoked by moral actions and by works of art. But we are not
born with detai led moral codes or esthetic tastes. Instead, we acquire our
moral codes and our tastes under the
influence of the culture in which we are
raised. If we study other cu ltures, we
learn that they have different moral
codes and different tastes in art and music. Knowing this, we could become
libertarians by reasoning as follows:
I . No mora l codes or esthetic tastes are
objective ly better than any others.
2. So there is no more reason for imposing one than there is for imposing any
other.
3 . So they should all be tolerated-or as
many shou ld be tolerated as possible.
4. To tolerate the maximum number of
views, we need to enforce the nonaggression princip le.
So we see that if th ere is no natural
law, libertariani sm can still win by defa ul t.
The same facts that lead some to
skepticism can lead others to abso lutism
by reasoning as follows:

I . Since all cu ltures insti ll moral codes
and esthetic tastes, the desire for
morality and the love of beauty must
be inherent in human beings.
2. Since cu ltural traditions and government laws vary, they are not sure
guides to true morality and esthetics.
3. We must use reason to discover the
absolute principles of morality and
esthetics.
Then, those who be lieve that morality
is real can become libertarians by reasoning this way:
I. The concept of morality implies that
virtue and responsibility are possible.
2 . Virtue and responsibility are possible
only when peop le are al lowed to
make their own decisions .
3. The non-aggression principle allows
the most opportunity for people to be
responsib le and virtuous.
4. So the non-aggression princip le is
fundamental to morality .
Moral skepticism is not acceptable.
Moral skepticism and moral absolutism are both logical, but, psychologically, they are not equally acceptable.
Whether we think it is pointless or not,
we stil l have moral emotions and we still
are moved by art. It is not psychologically possible for us to believe that all
actions are equally good or that all creations are equally beautiful. It would
mean giving up too much of what makes
life worthwhile to adopt the skeptica l
view that there is no true morality and no
true beauty.
I be lieve that moral skepticism is not
correct, there are abso lute princ ipl es of
justice (such as the non-aggression pr incipl e and the principle of se lfownership), and these principles lead to
the conc lusion that libertarianism is the
correct politica l phi losophy. Furthermore, be li ef in a higher law ( either natural law or supernatural law) is more in
tune with human nature than mora l relativism or skepticism.
To win and keep a free soc iety, libertarians need to promote the myth of a
higher law so that we can take advantage
of the strong emotions assoc iated with
the moral sense and channel that energy
into a movement dedicated to liberty and
justice .
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Despite the attempt of the public
schools to teach moral relativism and
obedience to the state, most of our countrymen have consciences and can reason
well enough to follow the simp le argument that virtue is possible only when
people are allowed the freedom to make
their own decisions.
It is natural to fee l outraged by crimina l behavior. We don't have to pretend
to be outraged. We do not choose our
emotions because they are usefu l. We
naturally resent assaults against us .
Promoting the moral code implied by
the non-aggression principle takes advantage of the natural human emotions
that make us capab le of principled and
noble acts.

Conclusion
Economic and social theories w ill not
inspire enough people to create a free
society. We can't expect many people to
become dedicated libertarians by reading
Hum an Action or Man, Economy, and
State or other tomes on Austrian economics. Libertarianism is about justice,
not about maximizing profits. To get
popu lar support for a free society, we
must appeal to people's moral sense
rather than to their understanding of economic theory.
We need a myth that appeals to people's consciences by upholding moral
ideals.
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To establ ish a free soc iety and to
maintain order in a such a society, we
must believe in a higher morality than
subservi ence to the state. To create a
free society, peop le must be moved by
belief in the higher law capsulized by the
non-aggression principle. To keep a free
soc iety, the pub lic needs to deter crime
by using non-aggressive means such as
shunning, boycotting, and socia l ostrac ism. These voluntary methods require individua ls to pass moral judgments agai nst criminals, which they can
do only if they believe in the nonaggress ion princip le.
Promoting the non-aggression principle as the highest law is the moral way
and the strategically sensib le way to
bui ld popular support for a free society ..6

Roy Halliday thinks he kn ows something about the higher laws of morality,
but he has no clue about the laws of
esthetics. He likes the music of Vivaldi
and Tina Turner, the paintings of Renoir
and El Greco, the novels of Anne Tyler
and Gore Vidal, the humor of H. L.
Mencken and Robert Benchley (known in
their current incarnations as P. J.
O'Rourke and Dave Barry), and, paraphrasing Joe DiMaggio, he thanks the
Good lord for making him a Yankee fan.
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Mythology of a
Free Nation
by Richard 0. Hammer
What myths will make it possible for
a free nation to stand in this world of
states? When I started to write about this
topic I discovered that it was more complex than I had thought at first. More
than one mythology seems involved. A
free nation constituted as a democracy
would probably require a different
mythology than one which was' constituted as a proprietorship. To further
comp licate the question, the founders of
a nation probably need a different
mythology than the eventual inhabitants.
I start with a discussion of these issues.
Then I offer some mythology.

Free-Nation Mythology within the Science of Organization
I see mythology in a semi-scientific
light. As a companion to this paper I
wrote another paper, "The State Is a
Form of Life, A Legitimate Peer in the
Family of Organizations," which starts
on the back cover of this issue. In that
paper I argue that an organization can
succeed if it possess one or more decision rules which , when followed by the
members of the organization, enable the
members to coordinate their actions in
such a way that together they live better
than they wou ld without fo ll ow ing the
rule(s). The decision rules are thus the
essence of the organization. We may
think of the decision rules as the constitution, whether written or unwritten, of
an organization.
I have argued often that a new free
nation could be constituted somewhere
on Earth, and that it could maintain itse lf
separate and free . Now I add what may
be obvious- the free nation must be an
organization in the way described above.
It must embody decision rules .
We do not live in a free nation now
because the state, which I regard as a
not-very-sophisticated class of parasitic
organization, has grown upon almost all
the land mass of Earth. At first g lance
there appears to be nowhere we can go.
But, I assert, the present ecology of
states creates an environment in which a
new type of organization could thrive.
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Now, more than ever before, evidence of
the power of free markets abounds. We
who believe in this power shou ld see that
it lies in our hands . If we organize
properly we can use this power to purchase autonomy from statists and to constitute a realm which can easily defend
itself from states . None of us can do this
alone (unless perchance you are a billionaire). But if we organize we can do
it easily. This free-nation organization
shou ld succeed in the ecology of organizations because it helps its members live
better.
To wrap up this section :
•

states do exist on earth and will exploit all easy prey unless confronted
by an organization which holds their
respect;

•

the free nation can exist as such an
organization only if it has decision
rules;

•

members of the free nation must be
guided in some of their choices by
these decision rules;

•

myths can commun icate decision
rules.

we consider to be a real right, but does
not respond to any other call, then the
env ironment is libertarian, regardless of
the attitudes of the inhabitants.
For another example consider the
present condition of the United States .
The US is sti ll relatively free as nations
go. But, for the most part, I would not
attribute this freedom to the attitudes of
present Americans. Rather I would attribute it to some powers which were
established by the written Constitution to
defend certain rights . Sometimes these
powers still act with force.

DIFFERENT SITUATIONS
REQUIRE DIFFERENT
MYTHOLOGIES
Do the Inhabitants of a Free Nation
Need a Libertarian Mythology?
Commonly, it seems to me, libertarians assume that liberty in a free nation
could be secure only if the inhabitants
were libertarians. But I tend to differ on
this point. Consider two examp les:
•

If the parents in a family are libertarian and use force with their children
only in accord with libertarian principles, then the children will live in a
libertarian environment even if the
children are not libertarians.

•

The same applies to the passengers
on a cruise ship. If the capta in ,
whose word is law, uses his power to
coerce only in accord with libertarian
principles , then the passengers live in
a libertarian environment- whether
they are libertarian or not.

What makes these environments libertarian is the bias of the force which li es
at the disposal of the inhabitants. If the
force responds to a ca ll to protect what

Richard Hammer
To illustrate, imagine that a burglar is
slowly breaking into your house in
America. Further imagine that you cal l
the government police, and that they
send a patrol car quickly enough to arrest
the crook. This could happen. (Further,
I suggest that the possibility that it might
happen explains why many burglars try
to act rapidly.) But, to the point, notice
that it could happen even if everyone
involved in the institutions. which have
protected you (the taxpayers, the mayor,
the police, and yo u) are all statists. Here
we see that a libertarian right has been
protected- not by libertarians- but by
institutions through which all parties except the burglar advance their se lfinterest by overwhelming the burglar.
Institutions, whether constituted for good
or ill , commonly overwhelm the attitudes
of individual human participants.
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One way that a free nat ion could be
constituted would be as a proprietorship.
1 suggested an examp le of such a consti1
tution in my story "A 'Nation' Is Born."
In thi s fictional birth of a free nation the
large majority of initial settlers were boat
peop le from Southeast Asia. These people were not libertarians. But, being
eager to live and work, they were willing
to contract to accept almost any enviro nment of law . The libertarian environment of the enclave was establi shed, for
the most part, by the influence of the
principal founder, one wealthy businessman who did not even live in the enc lave.
Such a constitution seems plausible to
me.
Therefore I do not join libertarians
who insist that the overwhelming majority of inhabitants of a free nation must be
libertarians. But, if it might help understanding, let me speculate why these libertarians think this way:
•

First, these libertarians grew up in a
polity where the constitution all ows
itself to be overturned with half or
two-thirds of a vote . And I gather
they are assuming that a new free
nation would be the same way. But I
assume that the founders of a new
free nation would learn from the experience gained with the US Constitution, and would put more safeguards in the constitution of a new
2
nation.

•

Second, these libertarians may be assuming that there will be no enforcement of law in a free nation, since
government police will be either absent or stripped of most of their
power. If this were the case th en
indeed you wou ld have to hope that
everyone around you in a free nation
were a sa int, because a si ng le
sociopath could ruin the who le country for everybody. But this is absurd .
Libertarians who have advanced past
third grade in their education should
understand how and why private law
3
works better than state law.

•

Third, these libertarians may ass ume
that popular support for law makes
enforcement eas ier. In this I concur
somewhat. The power of law enforcement is lim ited by the amount of
cooperation which can be won from
those individuals who, of necess ity,
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must be ca ll ed upon to enforce the
law. But, as yo u might surmise from
my drift, I believe that libertarians
genera lly err on the side of giving too
much cred it to the influence of indi vidual morality, and too little credit
to the influence of institutions.
1 suppose that inst itutions could be
crafted which act to preserve a libertarian
polity even though the people who support the instituti ons do not think of themse lves as libertarian. For examp le, the
Fully Informed Jury could be such an
institution. If I have understood the im4
plications of the FIJA movement, fully
informed juries would regu larly strike
down statutes whi ch grab too much
power for the state while leaving in place
laws which libertarians approve. So if
popular mythology supported the right of
each juror to vote her co nsc ience, that
could go a long way toward creating a
libertarian polity-even if no one in that
polity thinks along libertarian lines of
"not initiating coercion ."
Thus I believe that it would be possible fo r the founders of a free nation to
insta ll institutio ns which would act to
preserve a libertarian polity, even if the
fou nders were a tiny minority and even if
the large majority were not libertarian. It
is not necessary for the inhabitants of a
free nation to have a libertarian mythology. And I wish more libertari ans were
cognizant of arguments such as these
which I offer.
Yet I wi ll join these libertarians, who
be lieve that a free nation must have a
libertarian populace, in sentiment if not
in argument. I wou ld li ke to live in a free
nation populated by libertarians, a nation
in which th e in stitutions of law enforcement were held in place by a popular
libertari an mythology. Such a constitution seems fami liar to me, as it seems
related to the US Constitution with which
1 was ra ised. It wou ld g ive me a good
fee ling to think that I shared a mythology
with most of my countrymen. Furthermore, if I am go ing to live in this nation
I would like most of my neighbors to be
libertari ans- just so that I have a better
chance of forming friends hips with them.
As such, even though I doubt that a
libertarian mythology is essentia l for the
broad popul ace of a free nation, I wi ll
present some ideas abo ut what such a
mythology might be under the last major

head ing in this paper, "Myths for the
Maintenance of a Free Nation."

Founders and Maintainers Need
Different Mythologies
It seems evident to me that the
founders of a free nation wo uld need to
be equipped with different mythology
than the eventual inhabitants of a free
nation. The founders , those who tear
themselves from their motherlands, must
be hu ngry, passionate, or willing to take
risk. Whereas the eventua l inhabitants
cou ld be conformists for the most part,
who absorb values without question and
who act simply to conserve institutions
which their forefathers have established.
I had not seen this dichotomy at the
tim e I wrote the ca ll for papers on
"Mythology in a Free Nation." 1 was
thinking primar ily of the mythology
whi ch wo uld be required of eventual inhabitants, in the sort of free nation in
which the constitution was preserved by
a libertarian mythology. But I now realize that some of the main points I want to
make concern the beliefs which must be
fe lt by the fo unders of the free nation.
As such, you will see two majo r
headings in the remainder of this paper.
T he first wi ll discuss the mythology necessary fo r founders of a free nation. The
second will di scuss the mytho logy necessary for citizens who wou ld maintain an
already-founded free nation of the sort
which requires popular support for its
constitution .
MYTHS FOR THE FOUNDATION
OF A FREE NATION
In the discussion which follows the
concept of " need" plays a central role,
because I believe that myths serve needs.
When we fee l a need which we co uld
choose to satisfy in num ero us ways , a
myth guides us to give serious cons ideration to on ly a few of those possible
choices.
As such, I organize the discussion
which fo ll ows around a list of needs.
Each need is set off with a heading.
Under each heading I give a discuss ion
of theory. Then, where I have it to offer,
I give some direct suggestions as to how
mytho logy might be taught or practiced.
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Need for Free-Nation Libertarians to
Stand Apart from Statists

Figure 1

~

Theory

In the scenario which I promote
through FNF, a new and separate political entity will be created. This will
require that settlers separate themselves
from their native lands to move into the
new nation. They must separate from
family members and friends. But this
separation could prove so difficult that
most libertarians never take the step.
In Figure I, I present a graph which
may help explain why this separation is
difficult. The curve is not based upon
any data. It shows only my guess abo ut
the distribution of attitudes among people. The important attribute of the curve
is that it slopes continuously downward
from left to right.
Each one of us, I suggest, might be
comfortable deciding to separate from
our native land ifwe knew that we would
be going with our most important family
members and friends. But, assuming
attitudes are distributed as shown by the
downward slope in Figure 1, each one of
us, no matter where we might fall on the
horizontal axis, probably has many more
family members and friends who are
more anchored to the present regime than
we have family members and friends
who are less anchored . And we find
ourselves unable to persuade those who
are more anchored, because each of them
in turn has more contacts who are more
anchored than ready to go.
I believe that this shows why freenation libertarians have not yet formed a
new free nation. A movement does not
cohere. The energy of activists who have
strong desire for a new free nation dissipates to no avail into the larger, inert
mass .
If the free nation is ever to form,
somehow a separation must be achieved
from the larger, inert mass. Free-nation
libertarians need a mythology to encourage this separation.
Teaching
If a statist says to you, "People are
not angels, you know. Government has
to regulate businesses that do not care
about anything but their own profit."
Then you should say in rep ly to her, " I
hope that you can have all the government which you desire- in your country.
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As a libertarian, I do not want to interfere
with you. I seek only to find a realm
apart from yours, in which I can live in
peace with the rights which I prefer."
Further say to her, "We are lucky that
there are over 100 countries on Earth.
We do not all have to live under the same
government. People with different tastes
can choose different governments."
If a statist says to you, "Your scheme
is pie-in-the-sky idealism. It will never
work." Say in reply to him , "You may be
right. We may be crazy. Still I feel
called to try. I hope I can proceed without hurting you in any way."
And if a statist appears friendly, and
says to you, "While I do not agree with
your ideas, I am glad that ideas such as
yours can be expressed in America. I
like the debate in American politics. We
need you here, to keep us on our toes."
Say in reply to her, "Do not feel loss on
our separation. The world is becoming a
smaller place. Travel and communication are becoming cheaper. We will be
in touch."
Need for Free-Nation Libertarians to
Stand Apart from Majority-Rule Libertarians.
Theory
By "majority-rule" libertarians I
mean those whose attachment to their
present country induces them to seek
greater liberty primarily by trying to convert 50% of their neighbors. It seems to
me that these libertarians still feel more

ardor for their motherland than they fee l
for liberty.
Another model which I use to describe this phenomenon is that of a
we-chain. When I call meetings on behalf ofFNF to discuss how "we" libertarians can advance toward creating a new
free nation, some libertarians attend who
join me for the time in this "we" talk. I
am apt to feel that I have succeeded, that
I have conn ected with a community
through which I can advance toward my
goal.
But then these libertarians go into
other circles, where they have many
more present connections than I can offer, and invest even more of their energies in trying to convince statist Americans that "we" can make America better
by shrinking the government. These libertarians hold to me with one hand and
hold to the state with the other hand. I
am thus. held through a we-chain to the
status quo.
But the we-chain must break at some
point ifmy amb ition to live in a new free
1

Formulations, Vol. V, No . I (Autumn
1997).
2
I offer a few suggestions in this vein in
"A State Can Be Designed to Shrink," Formulations, Vol. III, No. 3 (Spring 1996),
< h tip: / / www. freena ti on. o rg / fn f/a /
D3h I .html>.
3
Bruce Benson, The Enterprise of Law:
Justice Without the State, 1990.
4
Fully Informed Jury Amendment,
<http ://www.fija.org>.
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nation is ever to be fu lfi lled . Either I
must break from yo u, reader. Or you
must break from your more-complacent
contacts. Or they must break from their
sti ll -more-complacent contacts.
In certain favorab le circumstances
this break could be achieved with minima l pain. Such circumstances would
exist if the curve, such as that introduced
in Figure 1, had a dip in it, as I have
drawn in Figure 2. In these circumstances the we-chain would break at the
bottom of the dip . Only the few people
near that break po int wo uld fee l substantial loss. The free-natio n movement
cou ld naturally cohere and break away
from the main body of people who are
anchored to the present regime.
For many libertarian activists, most
of whom are men, th e strongest link
which holds them to the present state is a
woman. As I have argued before, I
suspect that the different ro les which
men and women play in re production
have created, over the ages, a species in
which men and women differ, on average, in mind as well as in body. These
differences, although blurred in the
larger population by a substantial
crossover between the sexes , reveal
themselves clearly in the libertarian
movement because, as I speculate, our
movement draws from an extreme end of
5
the distrib ut ion.
I propose it would help our movement if we own these differences rather
than pretend that they do not exist. For
the free-nation movement in particu lar I
think it wi ll help if we acknowledge that
men more than women seem ready to
gamble, in leaving a prosperous and safe
nation such as America, in order to
launch a new nation. Of course we
should cherish the participation of any
women who join us . But many libertarian men will have to choose between
ho lding to the free-nation movement and
holding to their woman. This choice will
be so pai nfu l that they will try to postpone it, they will grip more firm ly to
free-nation activists, trying to keep us
around a little longer, to give them more
time to work on their woman. But the
free-nation movement must separate
from the larger, inert mass. So I need to
release my grip to these libertarian men.
When the free nation starts to prosper, I expect there will be many women
who notice the nice th ings but give little
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thought to the po litical structure. But the
fi rst boatloads of these wi ll arrive fro m
nations which are now poor, and not
from nations which are now wealthy .
Of course, as some of you may reasonab ly suggest, I might achieve my
freedom by simp ly going off alone. Why
do I even pause to try to communicate
with other libertarians, when I could live
in a tent, probably unmolested by any
state, on the ice pack in central Greenland? But my goal has never been to be
alone.
I seek community which is
healthy and loving. I want to live in a
prosperous, teeming city of humanity. I
need compatriots. From my standpoint
somehow a movement must coalesce.
But also somehow th is movement
must separate. The we-chain must break
somewhere. And it seems to me that the
break must pass through the libertarian
community, with the more ardent of us
leaving the more complacent behind.
Teaching
If you meet a majority-rule libertarian
who says to you, "But America is a great
country. I cannot give it up yet." Say in
reply to him, "Then you should stay. I
am glad that I will have libertarian
friends back in the land ofmy birth."
If a majority-rule libertarian says to
you, "But don't you think America can
be saved for liberty?" Say in reply to
her, " Perhaps America can be saved. But
I will leave that effort to you . I do not
want to fight with statists who know no
comfort but their state. I think I see a

more direct and peacefu l way to get the
liberty which I desire."
If a libertarian says to you, "I am
really excited abo ut the idea of a new
free nation. But I do not think I could
convince my wife to go along. I do not
want to leave my wife ." Say in rep ly to
him, "Then you stay here, and continue
to support the libertarian movement in
America. Perhaps your wife will be
easier to convince after the free nation is
up and runn ing, when it does not look
like such a gamble. We wi ll be in
touch ."

Need for Free-Nation Libertarians to
Stand Apart from Free-Society Libertarians.
Theory
By "free-society" libertarians I mean
those whose hope to attain liberty lies in
the spontaneous growth of free society
which, these libertar ians hope, should
follow the spontaneous collapse of the
state. Free-society libertarians, to the
extent that I understand them, place no
trust in any effort at organization among
libertarians. Rather they strive to survive
as individuals. They plan to hold out
until things get better.
Since free-society libertarian s have
no ambition to achieve organization with
other libertarians, they invest no effort in
maintaining a positive reputation for
themselves among libertarians. Rather
they tend to keep themse lves mostly obscure from view, and often use guises.
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Trying to organize free-society libertarians is like trying to herd cats.
But, as I promote the FNF scenario,
free-nation libertarians do not need to
wait for spontaneous order to produce
institutions that will undermine the state.
Rather, we can obtain liberty if we consciously create an organization which
will stand shoulder-to-shoulder with
states.
To build such an organization I believe that free-nation libertarians must
first establish channels of trust and communication among ourselves. Thus it
becomes all important to establi sh good
names and good reputation s for ourselves, in our circle. Among ourselves
we need to be known and trusted for who
we are. If I am not mistaken, this is the
first step toward building an organization. This is why I gladly tell my real
name and address, and gladly publish a
summary of FNF's finances in the Annual Report.
Somet imes, to contrast the freenation scenario with the free-society scenario, I use the image of a cup of water
placed in a freezer. We know that eventually the phase of the water will change
from liquid to so lid . But a question
remains about how this phase change
wi ll take place. Will so lid crystals form
at one point in the cup, and grow only
gradually as hours pass before the entire
cup solidifies? Or wi ll the body of the
liquid cool almost uni form ly with no
crystals forming, until suddenly in the
span of on ly a few minutes the entire
body changes from liquid to so lid?
Optimistically, I concur with freesoc iety libertarians that the state may be
doomed as an institution. Eventually,
everywhere on Earth, it seems new networks will form which cut arou nd the
power of the state. The political phase of
the entire Earth seems bound to
change-eventually. But how wi ll this
change take place? Wil l it start in isolated spots and then spread only gradually, with centuries passing before the
whole has changed? Or will all populations on Earth gradually approach a
change which then happens everywhere
in only a few years?
T he way that yo u answer this question may determine whether yo u should
act as a free-nation libertarian or a freesociety libertarian. If you th ink that the
change will be local at first, and that it
Formulations Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring 1999

w ill advance painfully slowly in other
spots, then I invite you to join me as a
free-nation libertarian. We can make
sure we live in one of the good spots.
Free-nation libertarians, in contrast
with free-society libertarians, will identify themselves openly and seek to organize with other free-nat ion libertarians.
They will see themselves as the building
blocks of a nation-strength organization.
They will be proud and open abo ut this
participation.

As described earlier, I believe a free
nation cou ld be constituted in a way
which did not require popular support for
its continuation . Yet in this section I wi ll
write about the mythology necessary to
sustain a popu lar constitution, because a
popular constitution is after all perhaps
the most likely type to develop from our
movement.

Teaching
When a free-society libertarian says
to you, "Society is changing gradually in
our direction. But times will be dangerous. You should wait out the storm.
Diversify your assets . Use encryption.
Assume a guise." Say in reply to him,
"Did Ludwig von Mises hide the truth
about the power of free markets? Or did
he publish it 80 years ago in his book
Socialism?
" I need not hid e, because statists
have no inclination to see the, truth. And
even if statists were inclined to see the
truth-and even if they did see the
truth- they could not do anything about
it. Statists were powerless to save the
Sov iet Un ion. And they will be powerless to stop the first organization on
Earth which uses Mises' insight to erect
a defense aga inst the state."
Further say to him, "Statist nations
wi ll not see the free nation as a threat.
Rather they wi ll see the free nation as a
prosperous and friendly ne ighbor."
Te ll him, " It wo uld be wro ng for me
to slink and assume a gui se. The work
that I need to do requires that I build
good reputation for myself among libertarians. "
Finally say to him , "I wish you wel l.
But I must move on now, to invest in
building relations with those libertarians
who join me in seeing the prom ise of
organ ization. "

Theory
The free nation wi ll be most secure if
its inhabitants have been educated in the
history of its founding. While growing
up in America I was ushered through
many years of history classes which detailed the state ' s view of its own hi story
and justified the state's role. I suppose
that such indoctrination underlies much
of the security that the American state
now enjoys .
Therefore I suppose that parents who
want to secure the future of the free
nation may simi larly expose their yo ungsters to a detailed account of the free
nation's history and justification.

MYTHS FOR THE MAINTENANCE
OF A FREE NATION
In thi s section I make some assumptions. First I ass ume that a free nation
has already been estab lished. Second, I
assume that it has a constitution which
relies for its continuation upon the popular support of most of the inhabitants.

Need for Historical Grounding of the
Free Nation

Practice
Philip Jacobson suggests a straightforward syllabus. He suggests, for instance, the fo llowing five historical subjects. Each of these cou ld and probably
should be developed into a long course:
• How the prior system came to be.
• How the prior system worked: why it
survived as long as it did.
• How the prior system became susceptible to change.
• How the idea of the new system
arose.
• How the new system came to be in stituted .6
5

" Men and Women Differ in Political
Values: Theory and Implication s," Formulations, Vol. IV, No. 2 (Winter 1996-97)
< http: // www. freen at ion. org / fn f/a /
f42h4.htm l>.
6
Philip E. Jacobson , "Po li tical Curricu lum: Educat ion Essential to Keep a Free
Society," Formulations, Vol. III , No. 3
(Spring
1996),
pp . 24-26, <http ://
www.freenation.org/fnf/a/f33j I .html >. Phil
focuses on a free society rather than a free
nation , but the outline and much of the subj ect matter wou ld be the same.
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Need for Humor

Theory
I suppose a society which is mature
and secure can laugh about itself, and
that such humor helps to reaffirm the
identity of the society. But the freenation movement has no humor that I
have seen pub lished to date. I believe
this is because we are not yet mature and
secure.
We should not think that humor is
about joy. Rather, as I recall P. J.
O'Rourke telling, humor is a way that
people process loss, pain , and disappointment.
Although humor is about processing
disappointment, I think it shows strength.
I guess that peop le can laugh about their
society when they have an underlying
confidence that the society will survive
in sp ite of the weakness portrayed in the
humor.
Repeatedly I have sought humor appropriate to the free-nation movement to
include in Formulations . But the humor
which has been offered to Formulations
all seems wrong to me because it
ridicules American politicians, American
institutions, or American attitudes. Such
humor is appropriate for majority-rule
libertarians, because it helps them process their disappointment as Americans.
But it is no more native in the free-nat ion
movement than would be the joke which
once circulated among Soviets, "We pretend to work. They pretend to pay us."
We in the free-nation movement need
to be able to laugh about ourselves, as
libertarians or as citizens (eventually) of
a free nation.
Practice
As libertarians we might joke about:
the shortage of women in the movement;
the seedy poverty in which many of us
live in spite of the fact that we preach
about capitalism; the difficulty we have
in pumping sense into the heads of
statists or in winning elections.
Libertarians who are citizens of a free
nation wi ll joke about our disappointments in our nation. Such jokes might
concern ways that our instituti ons fai l,
thus mocking our faith that a free market
can so lve all problems. For example:
highways might be unsatisfactory; some
factories may gush out noxious pollution;
arbitration boards might prove corrupt;
some people might get away with murpage 26

der; recreationa l drugs might for some
reason be more expensive and harder to
find than in Los Ange les.

•

certify defense agenc ies, authori zing
use of a CDA logo;

•

cert ify contribution of money to
CDAs, authorizi ng use of eith er a
Fair Share Defender or an Extra
Share Defender logo ;

•

certify contribution of personal time
in National Guard activities organized by CDAs, authorizing personal
use of a Patriot Defender logo.

•

certify the arms possessed with in a
househo ld , authorizing use of a Front
Line Household logo;

Need for Organization, to Give Defense and an Appearance of Statefulness

Theory
For the free nation to protect its citizens from the regulation and taxation
which other nation wou Id impose if they
could, the free nation must possess some
organization. It needs to look enough
li ke a peer among states to discourage
opportuni st ic fore ign powers from invading as a pretext to "restore order." 7 And
it needs to have a system of defense
which other nations respect.
Happily most humans- and even libertarians- seem to possess some innate
tendencies to organize. Most people it
seems derive some psychic benefit from
doing things whi ch show their participation in a faith or order. Thi s participation needs to be more than just intellectual discussion. It needs to be day-to-day
.
8
practice.
Perhaps we could learn from the examp le ofls lam, which has its Five Pi llars
of Faith . All five are acts which believers are expected to perform. First they
are ex pected to dec lare their faith ,
"There is no god but (A ll ah) and Mohammed is his messenger." Once in their
life they are expected to go on a pil grimage to Mecca. The other three Pillars
each require regular activity: believers
are expected to pray five times daily; to
fast during the month of Ramadan ; to
give a fractio n of their income for aid to
the poor. 9
I suggest we attempt to des ign a set
of activities which both:
•

satisfy the need, which free- nation
citizens will have, to act in ways
which join them with some large and
worthy cause;

•

provide the resources and the wherewithal to sustai n the free- nation orga10
nization.

Practice
Logos could be used . Assuming that
the free nation will rely for its defense
upon one or more private defense agencies, the constitution of the free nation
could foster support of these agencies by
establishing offices which:

These logos cou ld be displayed in
advertisements, letterheads, deca ls, and
bumper sti ckers.
The nation cou ld have a holiday, National Defense Day, with ceremonies and
events reminding cit izens of the nature of
the free nation and its security . CDAs
and Front Line Households cou ld display
some of their weapons, and hint about
the power of other weapons not di splayed.
Teaching
Citizens of the free nation should be
taught:
•

how to recognize the national logos ;

•

that the nation stays free because citizens give of themselves, vo luntarily,
in its defense;

•

that they can support their country
simply by choos ing to trade with
partners who disp lay the logos;

•

the way to check logos, to confirm
whether any particular usage is authorized and current. 6
7

Roderick T. Long, " lm agin eer in g
Freedom : A Constitution of Liberty" Part I
"Between Anarchy and Limited Government," Formulations, Vo l. I, No. 4 (Summer
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fl 412.html>, section I. I. I.
8
Robert James Bidinotto, "What Objectivi sts Mu st Learn from Reli gion"
(audiotaped lecture), Institute for Objectivist
Studi es, 1997, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. ,
<www.ios.org>.
9
Thomas W. Lippman, Understanding
Islam , Blackstone Audio Books, 800-7292665.
10
Roderick T. Long, "Funding Publi c
Goods: Six Solutions," Formulations, Vol.
II , No. 1, (Autumn 1994) <http ://
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Libertarian Mythology
by Steven F. LeBoeuf
When Richard Hammer requ ested
our personal "mythology " regarding a
free nation, my immedi ate response was
typical for a twenty-fo ur-year-old Caj un
rriale. I env isioned a mountainous paradise with plenty of clear, free-running
streams. I was resting under a big oak
tree with scant ily-c lad nubil e young
women slowly feeding me fri ed crawfi sh
and j alepefio hu sh-puppies. Soc ia list
politicians were drowning in the ri vers
nearby, and their frantic screams could
be heard for miles away. But then the
daydream stopped, and I realized that my
mythology was becoming more like a
Muslim afterli fe fabl e than a free nation.
After pondering fo r a few minutes, my
true mythology for a free nation came
rather quickly.
Much of our work in the Free Nation
Foundation fo cuses on des igning a government (or lack thereof) that will best
preserve the individual liberties we so
dearly cherish. This work is quite justifi ed and practi cal; with careful planning,
constitutions can certainly be eng ineered
to prov ide for optimum individual freedom and help thwart fo rces that act
aga inst such freedom. But of course, the
futu re of a free nation inevitably rests in
the va lues of its citizens. No constitution
can guarantee that a free nati on w ill remain free . If citizens simply do not
respect individual liberty, then not even
an impeccable consti tution can prevent
the resulting barbarism.
But this is what will be unique about
the development of the world's first true
, free nation . Our nation will be the firs t
nation formed by those who truly va lue
indiv idual liberty. Many consider the
United States as the orig inal free nation,
but with huge philosophica l contradictions embedded in the heart of the country's framework (such as the regulation of
interstate commerce, slavery, and monopolies on rules of law), I hardl y find
the Un ited States wo rthy of such a title.
In a nation fo unded by true lovers of
liberty, individuals w ill res pect the natura l rights of their peers, and thi s is what
attracts me so ardentl y to the work of
FNF.
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Socia li sts excuse th eir barbaric use of
fo rce in the name of the "common good."
This two-word phrase runs chills up the
spines of many libe1tarians (myself included) . Our di staste fo r thi s term is

Steven LeBoeuf
quite justified-after all, the "common
good" is associated with collectivism and
the disintegration of individual rights.
Regardless, we libertarians also persuade
in the name of the common good, but for
libertarians, the "common good" is
"ind iv idu al liberty" as opposed to
"soc iety's " nebulous goals. In fac t, I
imagine that the true found ation of a free
nation will rest more on this libertarian
theme than on a hard-w ired constituti on.
This theme is based on a respect fo r
private property and a sharp distaste fo r
the initi ation of fo rce.
To illustrate my argument, consider
thi s mock scenario involving neighborhood po llution and th e infamous Dr.
Qui rk. Dr. Quirk is an eccentric sc ientist, living in a typica l suburban neighborhood, who spends his spare time perfo rming bi zarre experiments in his basement. In an ac t of carelessness, D r.
Quirk creates an explosion which, unbekn ownst to him, bu sts hi s sewer line and
seeps raw sewage into hi s ne ighb or's
prized garden.
In modern A meri can cultu re, it is
like ly that thi s incident wo uld res ul t in a
bitter and expensive law suit that wo uld
establish fa ul t and damages . Furthermore, the state might casti gate Q uirk

with penalties fo r violating its sewage
laws. B ut in a free nation, I imagi ne the
scenario to be quite d iffe rent. Of course,
genera l sanitation guidelines would ex ist
in any free community, and these guidelines wo uld pro bab ly be susta in ed
through free market principles. Vio lations of these guidelines could be addressed through arbitrati on, but I doubt
that Dr. Quirk's mistake wo uld make it
that far. R ather, I imagi ne that both Dr.
Quirk and his neighbor would be sensible on the nature of fa ult. On hi s own
volition, Dr. Quirk would agree to pay
his neighbor just compensation without
wasteful court proceedings and th irdparty intervention . In short, I imagine
that the theme of res pect fo r private
property would pervade the culture of a
free nation to such an extent that man y
property d isputes will be settled quite
peacefully and without the intervention
of arbitrators or blue men with guns.
Similarl y, I presume that the general
theme of laissez faire, or "live and let
live, " would oil the social mechani sms of
a free nation . Educational faciliti es of all
varieties would be established, and the
costs of these faciliti es would refl ect the
true market demand for education . And
unlike the case in modem America, a
variety of peaceful leisure activities currently deemed as unacceptable would be
tolerated in a free nation. As a result,
many individuals who would be considered as dysfun ctional by Ameri can standards would fun ction quite normally and
profitably in a free nation, where they
can legally relieve their "bizarre" passions without violence. I imagine that
theft and murder would be relatively rare
in a free nation, and when such crimes do
occur, I imagine that compensation will
be realized rather peacefully.
A ll too often in state-controlled institutions, va lue rece ived does not equal
value earned. Not only is this disheartening, as those who've earned watch their
incomes being capriciously consumed by
those who' ve yearned, but the economi c
repercuss ions are devastating. On the
other hand , I fantas ize that a general
sense of "fa irness " will permeate a free
nation and that diligent individuals w ill
reap what they sow. It is a great fee ling
to know that yo u can keep what yo u earn

(Concluded on page 32)
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Sacred Choice:
Myths for a Free Nation
By Philip E. Jacobson

poss ible to lay down a few suggestions
about key points, which mi ght ass ist
those who wish to write the literature of
or for a free nati on. While survey ing the
elements whi ch ought to be included in a

Introduction

A free nati on, given the libertari an
tradition ofFNF, woul d be a place where
indiv iduals co uld pursue any interest, so
long as neither force nor fraud was initiated aga inst others. Thus, the central
value of such a community would be
choice. Ind iv iduals or spec ific groups
within the free nati on may pl ace greater
status on other va lues . But choice would
be the central va lue of the free nati on
itse lf. The mythology of this community
would need to elevate choice to a sacred
position. The heroes of thi s mythology
shou ld be those who helped widen the
ci ti zens' choices or who used those
choices espec ially effective ly. The most
treasured of heroes should be those who
made, and who make, the whole system
poss ible.
A mythology is a primary cultural
reservoir of a community's values . It can
be expressed in many ways, and may
co ntain many elements. Usually, however, it is mostly literary in nature. It is
made of stories, sometimes so short as to
be little more than "sayings", expressed
through the various medi a commonly
used by the culture. Some of the literature may be quite form al, expressed as
advice or codes of behav ior. Some materi al may be regarded as sacred, som e
seen simply as vehicles for popular entertainment or somewhere in between.
Through the mythology, a view of the
community's and its members' "proper"
or id ea l pl ace in the larger world will be
expressed. Sometimes thi s will be expressed in reverse, by portraying obviously undes irabl e mode ls. The literature
may include histories of the community
or its ancestry, stori es of persons who
exemplify the community's values, or express ions intended to convey other standards of beauty, vi1i ue, or other va lue.
The idea ls expressed may be seen as
atta inable, but may also be seen as imposs ibly extreme goals towards which
citizens shou ld, nevertheless, strive.
An attempt to prov ide a detail ed
bluep rint for any cul ture's mythology
wo ul d be an immense task. Still , it is
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free nation's mythology I will mention
some, whi ch might simply be borrowed
fro m ex isting cultures. But I will try to
emphasize elements which must yet be
written, elements requiring innovation
within the free nation's culture.
In the Beginning

For most cultures there is some creation mythol ogy which explains how the
culture came into being. For a free nation thi s would include its history. But it
would also include a history of the idea
of freedom- in particul ar that id ea's
struggle aga inst stati sm in the last few
thousand years. It will be important to
stress that the involuntary servitude, typica lly fo und in various forms in statist
soc ieti es, is not norma l to humans and
th at the free nation can trace its ideals
back to the pre-ci vilized nature of man.
The creation myth should be as accurate as poss ibl e, not simply an appea ling
story, as is often the case with creation
myths. Where meaningfu lness conflicts
with abso lute accuracy, most cul tures
have fe lt th e need to make their hi stories
more meaningfu l at the expense of truth.
No doubt thi s pressure will ex ist with a
free nation as we ll. I urge that the wri ters
of a free nation's myth ology include any

embarrass ing historical elements in an
effort to add credibili ty to th e proud
moments they also portray.
The libertarian movement has a fa irly
weak creati on myth as of thi s writing.
Typi cally there is a general reference to
the "Republican" movements arising out
of th e revolutionary spirit of the late
1700s, and li ttle more. Roderick Long
presented an excell ent lecture whi ch
gives much greater detail and mean ing to
the origins of libertari ani sm as a soc ial
movement, and the tran sitions it has
gone through up to the present. 1 Unfortun ate ly, Roderick has not yet prov ided
us with a written version of his analys is,
but we at FNF are urging him to do so.
Working from the other end of hi story, 1
have written historically oriented materia l for FNF regarding famil ies in a free
nation (Formulations, Vol.4, No.3) and
regarding th e origin of the state
(Fo rmulations, Vol. 5, No. l) . My hi storica l essays are intended to provide at
least one vers ion of a libertari an
"creation myth " to expl ain man's natura l
tendency towards libertariani sm and how
it has been curtailed by most of civili zed
hi story.
Another issue of "origins" is the fact
that the libertarian tradition from which
FNF is derived (that of the Ameri can
libertari an movement) has cultu ral traditions that may not be entirely appropriate
to all free nati ons worldwide. Other
traditions of freedom should be made
known to our free nation , and our myths
and other traditions should be explained
to any free nation s (or pro-freedom
movements) which emerge from other ·
world traditi ons. They will be di ffe rent.
What counts as a des irabl e choice in one
geographic, economic, or cultural context may be quite different from the preferences in another pl ace and tim e.
"Origin" myths shared between free nati ons can he lp to bridge these gaps and
make it eas ier to establish good relations,
both political and oth erwi se.
Id ea ls of Personal Style

To portray choice as sacred to a free
nati on we wil l need to show indi viduals
in the act of choosing. In dea lings with
others, an individual should be encour1

"The Hi story of Libertarianism," given
2 June 199 1 at the home of Craig Springer in
Raleigh, N.C.
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aged by the free nation's mythology to
adopt the standard of mutual selfinterest. The choice of living alone or
acting in ways that do no harm to others
should also be validated . But a free
nation is a community concept, where
each individual would have a re lationship with other individuals . Honoring
the wishes of those who wish to live
alone is consistent with the notion of a
free nation, but it does not foster a free
nation per se.
The theory behind a free nation's
mytho logy can draw valuab le lessons
from game theory. In game theory terminology, free nations should be portrayed
as "pos itive-sum" environments. The
term "positive-sum" is used to denote
arenas where no one must lose, because
the process of play results in an overall
increase in "value" (defined in terms of
items or conditions which players desire), as opposed to "zero-sum" or
"negative-sum" situations. A zero-sum
situation is one in which the total "value"
to be won is fixed-for one p layer to
ga in, another must lose . A negative-sum
situation is one where the total "value" is
dimini shed in the course of p lay, requiring at least one player to lose.
The free nation's mythology should
stress th at mutual se lf-interest is best
achieved via positive-sum situations, that
the individual should avoid zero-s um and
negative-sum situations whenever possible. Further, the individua l shou ld be
encouraged to place value upon even
higher orders of positive-sum relations .
Rob Bass (currently a graduate student in
phi losophy) and I have co ined the terms
"superlative-s um" and "supreme-sum" to
describe even more desirable situations
A
within the positive-sum arena.
superlative-sum situation is one where, in
addition to the fact that play produces an
overall increase in "va lue", no s ing le
player loses "value". A supreme-sum
situation is one in which each p layer
gains at least some "value" during the
course of play. The free nation's mythology shou ld prov ide rich mode ls of each
of these positive-sum situations, teaching
that the exercise of cho ice can be good
for all.

Archetypes-Consumers of Choice
A number of key archetypes should
be stressed by a free nation's mythology.
An "archetype" is an idealized role, with
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whi ch individua ls might be compared or
which individ uals m ight asp ire to. A key
arc hetype is that of the person who
knows that they are free, and who uses
that freedom to best advantage. The
story's characters may or may not be
lucky or be blessed with resources. But
idealized characters wou ld need to know,
or to be ab le to learn , what they can
change and w hat they must adapt to.
However, the stories must not leave the
impress ion that being in a free nation
so lves one's problems automatically. Instead the stories should show that freedom expands opportunity for those who
choose to take it.
Western and other civi lizations already provide us with versions of this
archetype, which can be adapted for use
in a free nation's mythology. If these are
adapted, however, it is important that
only positive-sum models be idealized.
And as a real free nation comes into
being, stories should be written which
reflect the new opportunities offered by
that real situation. By no means could
any literature exhaust the possibilities
ava il able to real free individua ls, but the
free nation's mythology can provide a
wide se lection of cho ice arenas and
stress that the choices are on ly limited by
individua l creativity.
Because the free nation is a community, not just a phi losophy, its mythology
might prai se indiv iduals for making
choices that benefited other individuals.
This is one way of encouraging mutua l
se lf-interest, but it should not involve
criticism of individua l choices that have
no obvious benefit to others. Criti cism
of purely personal satisfaction wo uld diminish the va lue of being free to choose
in the first place. But an individual who
very obvious ly doe£ something which is
se lf-sat isfying is also providing a good
ro le model for a great many other people.
It can be good for most people to fo llow
their own judgment, simply as a matter of
mental health. By honoring this need,
the mythology of a free nation wou ld
encourage guilt-free enjoyment. Additionall y, by honoring ind ivid ua ls who
happi ly avo id soc ia l interaction, a positive basis for a free nation's lim ited interactions with such individuals could be
estab lished.
Invisible Hand oriented literature, in
the tradition of Adam Smith, will probably contribute directly or indirectly to the

free nation's mythology. Th is can provide a positive basis for incorporating
the pure indi vidualist into a free nation's
ecology. Free nation mythology can portray the benefit to the community as a
who le of the "good individual ist" (one
who does not initiate force or fraud) by
showing individualists as veh ic les for
community choice via Sm ith's Invisible
Hand. Communities often make gro up
decisions w ithout consciously thinking
as a gro up. The combined force of many
very private decisions is what forms a
market. Encouraging individuals to be
true to themselves when making key
choices, even when this requires pure ly
"selfish" decisions, wi ll fac ili tate the formation of healthy markets .

Archetypes-Providers of Choice
The archetypes of the providers of
choice are also of prime importance. A
provider of choice might be the creator
or discoverer of new choices- an artist,
scientist, philosopher, craftsmen, or explorer. These persons make known a
new choice to the community, though
they may not provide it directly to other
indi viduals. Again, the possibilities are
almost endless. It should be noted that
the writers of the mytho logy themse lves
would be this type of creator. The myth
writers should provide themselves and
all other creators of cho ice with ample
praise.
The category "providers of choice"
also includes those who deliver tangible
cho ice in quantity to others- the producers. Most cu ltures praise producers, providing a number of models for a free
nation's mytho logy. Cross-cu ltura l borrowing in this way could have the added
advantage of portraying choices that citizens do not normally see, thus endorsing
a wider variety within the free nation
itse lf.
Espec ially significant among producers are the entrepreneurs-those who put
together the means for producing value
in quantity. Typically, in the libertarian
tradition most associated with FNF, that
of the USA, the term "entrepreneur" is
app lied on ly to someone who creates a
But
for-profit eco nomic enterprise.
many other kinds of entrepreneurs exist
and these should be exp licitly acknowledged by the mythology of a free nation.
Those who found charities, those who
organize festiva ls, religious missionaries ,
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neighborhood watch organizers, those
who establish interest groups or political
factions- all these are entrepreneurs too.
Maximum choice in a market will be
provided when the fewest barriers exist
for those who wish to enter that market.
The opportunity to be a provider of
choice shou ld, therefore, be seen as open
to all. Honor should be accorded wherever entrepreneurs find voluntary consumers and establi sh enterpr ises free
from initiated force and fraud. Libertarian doctrine predicts that, without artificial monopolies granted by a state, all
occupations will be more open to entry
than is commonly the case in statist societies. The mythology of a free nation
should, therefore, portray providers of
choice as coming from a wide variety of
backgrounds. Specia l training for such
backgrounds cou ld, of course, enhance
the performance of providers of choice in
some situations, and this could be portrayed. Entrepreneurs who found gu ilds
or unions might be portrayed as adding
quality to the lives and productivity of
members of various professions. Indeed,
the model of a worker-owned enterprise,
fully competitive with other entrepreneurial forms should be exp lored
as an honorable option. But there should
be no effort to praise the formation of
new monopoly interests, which use force
or fraud to maintain competitive advantage. And there should be models of
individuals who successfu lly contribute
to various professions without purely traditional training or "professional society"
endorsement.
Political Consumers
Since a free nation is fundamentally a
political concept one of its most important values should be the avai lab ility of
political choice. And for this aspect of
our mythology, we must be especially
creative. The libertarian tradition of the
USA is especially poor with regarded to
models of political choice and entrepreneurship, though it purpo1ts to be
otherwise. USA libertarians tend to associate politics a lmost exc lusively with
elections, thus completely ignoring the
origins of the term "politics".
Of Classica l Greek origin, "po litics"
originally referred to the affairs of the
"polis" : the city-state, the commun ity.
Political activities included a wide variety of community organizing and collec-
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tive behaviors, both in and outside formal governance. Much of the process
was open to participation by "ordinary"
citizens, whose participation was considered virtuous. Indeed Classical Civilization (that of the ancient Mediterranean
region, including Greeks, Romans, and
others) granted citizens much more inclusion in all political processes than is
true of modern Western Civil ization.
(Though to be fair, it should be noted
that there were often more slaves than
citizens in Classica l soc ieties.)
Today in the USA public affairs are
thought to be the domain, primarily, of
paid professionals. The public affairs
which are not handled by career bureaucrats, specia lly trained and licensed for
government posts, are handled by professiona l politicians who are part of a special class with its own networks, ethics,
and methods of recruiting. Ordinary citizens are encouraged by the official
mythology ( conveyed by public schools
and mainstream journalism) to voice
their opinions from time to time, but to
accept that a plurality of a plurality- the
support of a small minority of citizensis sufficient to val idate the policy decisions of state officeholders. Ordinary
c itizens are taught by the official political mythology that this process sanctifies
their conscription into whatever activity
the politicians or bureaucrats deem appropriate.
The notion of an ordinary citi zen entering electoral politics in order to reform it is vaguely idealized by the official mythology. But real political networks give no real support to anyone but
their handpicked members. The idealistic ordinary citizen who tries to reform
the system quickly realizes that they have
no access to the political networking
which is required for real empowerment.
Indeed, when a newcomer displays a motive to reform the system this commonly
prompts members of the estab lished political networks to stop cooperation with
that newcomer.
Yet one can be very "political" without being a political leader. A c iti zen
can also be a consumer of political services. Most citi zens recognize (both intuitively and objectively) that the political systems of Western Civilization are
largely corruptible. An unofficial but
powerful popular mythology in the USA
presents electoral politics as inherently

"dirty". This unofficial mythology urges
the ordinary citizen to stay out of other
forms of "politics" . However, the unofficial mythology encourages various types
of private corruption , including tax evasion and black market transactions.
The "corrupt" leader, by contrast, is
allowed to use "political" techniques to
gain advantage, according to the unofficia l mythology. And these "political"
concerns involve much more than elected
office- they involve all forms of influence, ranging from spec ial network ing
relations with politicians, bureaucrats
and judges who issue edicts, to simp le
publicity campa igns waged by med ia
connections within these same networks .
T he question of who has such network
influence can also be critica l when decision s are made about financing for a
given project, whether based on charitable or profitable motives, and whether
based on private or government funds .
Yet, contrary to the unofficial
mythology, there is not just one big network for the "corrupt"- there are a number of sometimes independent, sometimes alli ed networks maintained by
many powerful interest groups. What is
in fact endorsed by both official and
unofficial political mytho logy in a statist
society is an imbalance of political
power. "Well connected" persons are
expected to be involved in the "corrupt"
practice of being a consumer in a powerful network. "Honest citizens" are encouraged to stay out of such things. Put
more directly, the political mythology of
the statist soc iety says: if you are part of
the privileged class, you may participate
in political networking, otherwise you
should wait patiently for "reform", allowing the established political networks
to run over your interests.
The official/unofficial mythology exhorts "ordinary" individuals to avoid
form ing or participating in what I call
"full-spectrum" political networks. Citizens are urged to avo id developing financial networks capable of starting new
businesses (instead, letting formal banking institutions manage this process).
They should avoid developing relationships with lawyers who are able to network with the politicians, bureaucrats,
and judges (instead , letting those
"profess ionals" make "independent"
judgments). They shou ld avoid developing pub lic-relations skills and avoid tryFormulations Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring 1999

ing to influence med ia forces (instead,
letting th e press report "obj ective ly").
They should not join interest groups with
the idea that the ir individual interests
will ever be served (instead letting
interest-group officers do "what's good
for everyone"). Above all , they should
never, never, assoc iate themselves with
others as a militia, capab le of providing
mutua l phys ica l defense .
The mythology of a free nation needs
to develop a mode l of the average cit izen, networked into full -spectrum po litical structures. Only one model for th is
exists, to my knowledge, in Western C ivilization , and it has been thoroughly condemned by Western political mythology.
This is the model of organized crime.
But, if yo u please, dear reader, exercise
that age-old literary skill: the w ill ing suspension of disbe li ef- for a few moments. Imagine socia l relations of the
sort found with in a crime syndicate bei ng
lega lly availab le to ordinary citizens.
And imagine that competition between
individuals in such organizations and between such organi zation s was accomplished without v io lence. Whi le the
Western political mythology (both official and unofficia l) presented to
"ordinary" citizens insists that this is imposs ible, that same mythology ignores
the fact that among the ri ch and powerful , thi s is exactly what happens. Returning to "realistic " perception s of the
world, one might be tempted to conclude
that something mag ical occurs among
rich and powerful persons, which allows
the ir organizations to function with nonvio lent dip lomacy. If there is such mag ic
it is to be found in the ir mythology.
When it comes to practica l politica l action, ri ch people, go ing to expensive private schools , are taught to network. Ordinary peopl e, going to public school s,
are taught to obey.
Given, at long last, rea l political
choice-including the cho ice to leave the
free natio n itse lf- the c iti zen wi ll be
faced with two revolutionary facts. First
wi ll be the absence of the involuntary
connection to authority, whi ch has been
the burden imposed by political cu lture
since the dawn of c ivi lization . No longer
a slave, no longer a serf, no longer even
a conscripted citizen- the citizen of a
free nation wo uld be under no mora l
authori ty to accept invo luntary subserv ience.
Formu lations Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring 1999

Yet this politica l cho ice wi ll be accompani ed by a seco nd revol utio nary
change- the acq uisition of political responsi bility- whi ch ordinary c ivili zed
citizens have been able to avo id for thousands of years. Freedom and respo nsibility go hand in hand. Those who vo luntaril y choose to follow the adv ice of
others or to make contracts with others
are still choosing, and still responsible
fo r themse lves. A free nation's mythol ogy shou ld rem ind the individual that,
whatever the standard of choi ce, no person can give respo nsibility for th eir
cho ices to another.
Political Entrepreneurs
A politica l entrepreneurial myth for a
free nation should encourage the formation of full-spectrum political networking
The
by and for a ll cit izens.
"profess ional" networking currentl y
common to many college educated persons in Western society can serve as a
partial model. But such purely economic
networks are usually lim ited in scope and
scale.
A free nation's mytho logy needs to
portray the creation of each of the many
forms of networking whi ch ex ist in the
real wor ld in a li bertarian context. Let
me review a few types.
A pol itical entrepreneur can form a
network simply by keeping in contact
w ith persons who have simi lar interests.
Good will generated between fr iends can
be tapped when support is needed, even
if such expectations were not present
when the friendship began.
But a political entrepreneur cou ld
consciously cultivate a goa l-oriented network. The origina l meaning of the term
"political party" reflects this. Po litica l
parties , before the emergence of the
e lection-oriented American model, were
collections of po liticians and the ir allies
with fu ll-spectrum networking, usually
led by one or two prom inent po liticians.
T hus there were "parties " assoc iated with
each of the prom inent po litical leaders in
ancient Rome, and "parties" organ ized
around prom inent British po liti cians
prior to the American Revolution . In
promoting certain interests, political parties did not always expect to dominate a
regime. They typ ica lly had overt agendas, though these mi ght be little more
th an advanci ng th e ir members' status
within the soc iety.

More forma l re latio nships emerge
when politica l allies commit to long-term
broad- based re lations in "syndicates" ,
whi ch fix memberships and obligations.
(The term "syndicate ", more popular in
Europe than America, does not inherently imply criminal intent.) Un like most
modern "political paities" a member of a
syndicate expects more than the promotion of some legis lative agenda. Syndicate mem bers usua lly expect mutua l support along a full spectrum .
Networking models from outside the
US can also be helpful. In third-world
nations, fam ily- based networking is often
fu ll spectrum, and perhaps models drawn
from these cu ltures cou ld be modified for
a free nation . A traditional third-world
fami ly can count on its members to act
co ll ectively as a bank, to he lp find
needed goods and services at bargain
pri ces, but also to help find legal assistance or to help minimi ze harassment by
government or by private enemi es . Simi lar fa mily networking served as a basis
for soc ial organization in Classical soc iety, and provided the basis for merchant
organization in Europe up almost to
modern times. Craft guilds also served
as a basis for networking in Europe's
past, along a more syndicalist model. At
its he ight, E uropean commerci al networks coordinated to the extent that they
produced an independent, transnational
legal system: the Law Merchant.
Full-spectrum politics will be needed
by a free nation regardless of whether the
model of free nation being conceived is
"virtual" (as I advocate) or "limited geographic monopoly " (as advocated by
Rich Hammer and others) . The limitation s of this paper prevent me from e laborating on this point. However, it is my
contention that all successful societies
with advanced divi sion of labor employ
fu ll-spectrum networking, though it is
not necessary that each individual in such
a soc iety be able to join such a network.
By no means does the networki ng
requi red by a comp lex soc iety conform
to libertarian standards. Many of the
mode ls above have dec ided ly ant ilibertarian characteristics. Initi ated force
or fraud can be a key tactic in a ful lspectrum network. Cr iminal syndicates
and family organi zations have existed for
a long time. Thus the mytho logy of a
free nat ion must take care to modi fy
many, if not most, of the models of fu ll -
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spectrum networking which are avail able. But each of the networking models
above can be formed using positive-sum
relations and portrayed as such by a free
nation's mythology. (For those with a
concern that full-spectrum networks will
stimu late a competition for influence
which is at odds with the notion of "law
and order" , I recommend my essay
"Property as Law in a Free Nation" , Formulations, Vol. 6, No. I) .
Perhaps the most important characteristic which must be included when
portraying networking in a free nation
mythology is the freedom to move between networks, leaving one affiliation to
join another one, to form a new one, or
simply to stay autonomous. The model
of Classic political parties allows for
this. Syndicalist models found amongst
European leftist libertarians today also
allow such mobility. The ultimate political choice for the citizen is thus preserved-the ability to make an alliance,
or not, voluntarily.
Given the freedom of each individual
to choose any political affiliation, political entrepreneurs can lead their networks
into the most extreme of political choices
for the free nation-the decision to secede from it. At this point the political
entrepreneur becomes an international
diplomat. Hopefully this cho ice wi ll not
be as radical as it sounds to us now, and
it should not be portrayed as being much
different from the diplomacy needed by
networks within a free nation. The ideal
entrepreneur of our mythology must be
shown to be able to transcend the barriers between one community and another,
between one legal tradition and another,
facilitating cooperation between widely
varying interpretations of the basic libertarian theme.

Conclusion
The mythmakers of a free nation will
be confronted with a peculiar irony, as
they attempt to portray the rich mixture
of choices, both potential and actual,
which must characterize any free nation .
For it will be impossible to characterize
the product of the end less churning of an
invisible hand using any static model.
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Each sovere ign citizen of a free nation
will be making a unique path. In some
ways each citi zen will be a sovereign
nation unto themselves . Yet when any
two citizens choose to interact in a voluntary association , the common ground
these citizens form between them will be
a unique little nationality as wel l. When
an entrepreneur succeeds in luring many
citizens, often unknown (even unknowable) to one another into a community of
consumers, here too will be a unique
sovereign entity. So that even if no
formal secession occurs from the free
nation , even if (in theory) there is a
sing le universal code of acceptable conduct for a ll citi zens, it will be a sea of
littl e nationalities- ever shifting, never
settling into a simple pattern for a mythmaker to portray.
Perhaps, using some of the interactive literary forms which computers now
make avai lab le, some of the dynamics of
a true free nation can be conveyed by
future mythmakers. But even here, the
mythmaker must not assume the role
wh ich most mythmakers of the past have
taken. The mythmaker must not attempt
to establish a monopoly for any given
myth. For just as each individual citizen
within the free nation must assume full
responsibility for choices made, so the
mythmaker cannot assume that responsibility. The ultimate portrayal of a free
nation , its citizens, and their interactions
should be shown , by the ideal mythmaker, to be just a speculation about
what real citizens wou ld produce in the
real world. The ideal free nation should
foster many mythmakers and many
mythologies- perhaps encouraging each
citizen to consider making a myth for
themselves . The ideal mythmaker should
convey the need of the ideal myth reader
to choose one or more myths from a
wealth of mythologies-none of which is
an ultimate truth.6

Libertarian Mythology
(Continu ed from page 27)
and that your possessions truly belong to
you ; this is the true nature of fairness.
I do not naively imagine that a free
nation wi ll be absolved of clashing motives. In fact, clashing opinions, intelligent skepticism, and conflict of interests
will be quite welcomed in a free nation .
Rather, what fue ls my mythology is this
vision: in a free nation c iti zens can li ve
their lives as true individuals unified under a libertarian theme . This theme is
centered on a respect for private property, social tolerance, a love of life, and
a sharp distaste for the initiation of force.
· While I am quite aware that mythol ogy does not equal reality, there is something pleasantly defiant about my myth.
Santa Claus, Zeus , and the Tooth Fairy
can never become reality. But a free
nation, founded by zealous libertarians,
can.6

Steven F. LeBoeuf hopes to obtain
his Ph.D. in electrical engineering by
May 2000. Though currently engrossed
in doctoral research at North Carolina
State University, LeBoeuf manages to
devote spare time to the libertarian
cause. After moving to Raleigh from the
"Cajun Capital" of Houma, Louisiana,
LeBoeuf immediately began working as
a libertarian column ist/ cartoonist for
NCSU's student paper (Technician) .
Having published over three dozen
columns, LeBoeuf now serves as a principal medium for libertarian insight on
campus.
He ran for public office in the '98
elections as a Libertarian Candidate for
State House. Despite having the coolest
slogan, "Had enough, vote LeBoeuf!",
he somehow failed to win.

Phil Jacobson has been an activist
and student of liberty in North Carolina
since the early 1970s. For a living he
sells used books, used CDs, and used
video games.
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The State is a Form of Life
(Continued from page 36)
•

•

•

Each successfu l organ ization must
possess and fo ll ow at least one decision rule which enables it to sufficiently rep lenish its supp ly of resources. Such a decision ·rule may be
tho ught of as the essence of the organization, since the organization can
exist only because of this rul e. Of
course some comp lex organizat ions
such as humans possess not just one
but numerous decision rules.

Member-Aware
In some organizations the members
are aware of the existence of the larger
organizations. In other organizations
this is not the case.
For example, the members of a c lub
know about the club. But this is not the
case in the type of organization which
8
produces a pencil. Notice that this orga-

nization includes the workers who make
the steel that goes into the saws of the
loggers who cut the trees from which the
shafts of the pencils are cut.
Of course, since primitive organizations probably lack any mental capac ity
of awareness, we need to include in the
non-member-aware category a ll those organizations composed of primitive members. For examp le, I suppose that the
cells which compose my body are not
aware ofme.
Self-Aware
Some organizations possess a selfawareness, by which I mean these organizations have headquarters which can
make conscious decisions on behalf of
the organizations. Other organizations
lack this trait.
For example, I would say that a labor
union possess self-awareness, in that it
has a headquarters which knows that it

Note that I can be both a member of
a church and a member of a business
firm . So when organizations combine to form larger organizations, the
combining parts are not necessari ly
whole organizations, as we may commonly think of them . Parts of me
(whether of my body, my effort, or
my money) can join larger organizations. Note also that many
A Division of Organizations into Eight Classes
businesses in America contribute to both the Democratic
Organization Characteristics
Party and the Republi can Party .
Thus we see that organizational
MemberSelfaffi liations do not always fall
Aware
Aware
Encoded
EXAMPLE(S)
into an orderly hierarchy, but
Yes
No
No
a circ le of regu lar patrons of a bar
rather can appear to be a
spontaneous charity in face of disaster •
Yes
No
Yes
confusing mishmash, with overa state b
Yes
Yes
No
lapp ing and even conflicting
associations .
Yes
Yes
a McDonald's restaurant,
Yes
a church seeded by a denomination ,
Since life in this universe seems
an intentionally constituted free nation
to cons istently offer greater opNo
No
No
a spontaneous order among lower
portunities to those sma ller ororganisms c
gan izations whi ch succeed in
finding ways to combine in
larger organizations, we should
expect that presently surviving
strains, being the fr uit of eons
of such selection, will be di sposed to seek new ways to organize, after present demands for
survi val have been fulfilled.

•

A Taxonomy of Organizations
The po in ts made above deal with
organizations in general. But clearly we
see that there are different types of organizations.
Some organizations have
characterist ics which other organizations
lack. I have noticed three such characterist ics, and named them "memberaware," "se lf-aware," and "encoded. "
T he accompanying table shows the eight
types of organizations which can be distinguished by the presence or absence of
each of these three character istics.

The progress of li ving organizations in the universe seems to
run as a corollary to the second
law of thermodynamics. Life
increases as entropy increases.
Life grows in the zones of transition, such as the surface of
Earth, where energy and raw
7
materials meet and mix.

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

a bacterium , all lower organisms
the organization which makes a pencil ,
the constituency which elects a politician
an organism with self-awareness,
a human being

d

Notes concerning examples in table :

a.

b.

c.

d.
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I assume that many humans know, whether from instinct or training, how to organi ze
themselves into effective teams in the face of unexpected disaster. Since the knowledge
evidently exists somewhere, I classify this organization as encoded.
Here I assume the scenario for origination of a state which was described by Franz
Oppenheimer in The State, 1908. In this scenario the state grew as a resu lt of human
action-but not as a result of human planning.
I propose an example of such a spontaneous order in " An Engineer's View of Morality"
(Footnote 3). As some readers may recall , thi s example shows one-celled creatures spontaneously establishing a line of trade between a drop of water and a crumb of sugar.
Here I include organ izations in which the affi liation of the members is informal or
nonco mmittal, such that the members do not con sc iously classify themselves as members of the
organization .
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can make decisions for the organizat ion .
Whereas I would say that the charity
which organizes spontan eo usly in response to a catastrophe, such as a flood ,
lacks se lf-awareness, in that it has no
headquarters which knows that it can
make decisions for the organization .
Aga in we can separate out all organi zations which seem to lack the capac ity
of awareness, such as bacteria and other
low-leve l life. None of these could be
self-aware.
Encoded
Some organizations have an ability to
reproduce themselves.
I ca ll thi s
"encoded" because I suppose that ability
to reproduce requires that the constitution (or the set of decision rules) of the
organi zation be codified somehow.
Other organizations lack this trait.
For examples of encoded organizations, cons ider organisms . Organisms
have cod es in their genetic material
telling how to make new instances. For
examples of organizations which are not
encoded cons ider most early c iti es.
These grew spontaneously and I wou ld
assert that they lack any code telling how
to make new instances.
Organizations which are encoded
may equate generally with a "made" order. Whereas organizations which are
not encoded may equate with a "grown"
order. Hayek finds words in classica l
Greek for these two kinds of order: taxis
for a "made" order; kosmos for a
9
"grown" order.
Information Processing within Organizations Serves Survival
The model which I have sketched
here suggests a framework within which
our human mental processes have
evo lved. This in turn suggests what behav ior we might expect from human
minds.
Many libertarians invest heavi ly in
the building of log ica l arguments. It
seems to me that these libertarians overrate the fruits of human mi nds such as
"truth" and "morality." In contrast I
believe that our minds are mostly pragmatic, constructing whatever notions
might prove useful to surviva l.
I would say that "truth" ex ists in our
minds because and to the extent that it
serves a practical function. In some
information processing systems, those
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which have evo lved to a high enough
leve l, there wi ll be a need to distinguish
and to labe l those hypotheses which lead
to reliable decision rules. "Tru th" is
such a label. So truth is good. We need
it. But to me it is a category for sorting,
not a deity.
S imilarly I wo uld say that " morality"
ex ists in our minds because and to the
extent that it serves a practical fu nction.
As li fe advances it often happens that
circum stances become ripe fo r formation
of new, and often larger, organ izations. I
propose that morality can be exp lain ed as
a bi as wh ich makes existi ng organizations more like ly to find the opportuni10
ties to form new organizations.
So
morality is good. We need it. But to me
it is a useful bi as, not a token of righteousness .
Since I see truth and morality thus, as
usefu l but subordinate to the processes
necessary for survival, I think we should
expect minds to be se lf-se rving before
truthful or mora l in our conception . One
consequence of thi s is that the ethics of
the members of an organi zat ion w ill
evo lve to conform w ith the circumstances in wh ich the organization find s
itself
New rules w ill deve lop when circumstances change, such as when survival in
an existing niche can be enhanced by
fo llowing a new set of rul es, or when
extraordinary procreation and flourishing
in a new niche are promised but only by
following a new set of rules. One generation of truth seekers and moralizers may
abhor the new rul es, but a new generation will arise which embraces the new
rules. Thus we should expect the information processing system of an organization to be truthful or moral- as we conceive truth and morality- only when and
11
if this serves survival.
When env ironmental circumstances
a ll ow the possibility that a new organization coul d succeed if existi ng organ izations discover and follow a new set of
rules, then we may expect a trend to
di scover and then fo llow that new set of
rules. This trend wi ll be limited by the
costs and delays of discovering and implementing th e new set of rules (by the
costs and de lays of organiz ing), but we
shou ld not expect the trend to be limited
by our present morality. T he new organization wi ll grow its own ethic.

Implications for Libertarianism and
the Free Nation Movement
To me this explains statism. Because
the state succeeds as an organizati on,
giving benefits to the many people, and
parts of people, whose active participation makes the state succeed, we should
expect that th ere wi ll be an ethi c which
supports the practice of statism. Stati sts
think that they are doing the right thing.
In thi s model of life nothing is inherently
immora l: it is as acceptable for a statist to
feed on a taxpaye r as it is for a canniba l
to feed on a Christi an, or for me to feed
on oatmea l.
If this is all true- and let me admit
that I am motivated to think it is true
because of my investment in the FNF
approach- then it suggests that stati sts
will not be talked out of statism whil e
statism promises benefits to its ad herents. And statism will promi se benefits
to its adherents whi le environmenta l c ircumstances a ll ow the state to succeed as
an organization.
As such I question whether it is wise
for libertarians working in an env ironment such as America, which sustains a
healthy and growing state, to try to talk
statists out of statism. The alternative
whi ch I suggest through FNF is that we
foc us our energ ies on some small niche,
remote from the interests of powerful
stati sts, where we can purchase autonomy and there create an environment in
which occasional seeds of state, which
wi ll surely find their way in, w ill whi ther
for . want of those c ircumstances which
can sustain a state.
7

Kelly, op. cit. , pp. I 06- 108.
Leo nard Reed, " I Pencil," Fou ndation
Edu cation .
<htt p://
for
Eco nomic
www.fee.org/about/ ipenci l.h tml >
To my
knowledge this essay deserves cred it for originat ing the common use in li bertarian literature of the examp le of how many people take
part in makin g a simple penc il.
9
Fri edrich Hayek, Law, Legislation, and
Liberty, Vo lu me I, Rules and Order, Uni vers ity of C hi cago Press, I 973 , Chapter 2,
" Cosmos and Taxis."
10
" An Engineer's Vi ew of Morality," op.
cit.
11
By "survival" here I intend to include
th e broader sense in which a human might
sacrifice herself in order that a meme mi ght
survive (See Richard Dawkins, The Selfish
Gene, I 976, Oxford University Press) . What
survives here is organi zations-not organisms.
8
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The way of organizing which I suggest through FNF fits the model of li fe
presented here insofar as I perceive that
circumstances are now ripe for a new
form of organization to start growi ng on
Earth. States have grown among humans
because some larger-than-human organizations were bound to grow. But states
have weaknesses, not the least of which
is they make enemies of many humans.
So, given our present understanding, we
may consc iously test a new and better
form of larger-than-human organization,
a nation whose primary princip le of organization is protection from paras iti c
states.L.
Richard Hammer, president of FNF,
rarely listens to music and has almost no
ability to perform it. Nonetheless he
enjoys singing, and regularly j oins a
group of shapenote singers. He tries to
compensate for what he lacks, in ability
to find the correct pitch, by giving extra
volume.

,,--FNFers -

consider attending the

ISIL
(International Society for Individual Liberty)

World Libertarian Conference
San Jose, Costa Rica

22-27 August 1999
FNF officers Rich Hammer and Bobby Emory will be
there. They wi ll enj oy meeting any readers of Formulations who join them. It is a great opportunity to mix
vacation with libertarian networking.
To register contact ISIL at:
Te l: 506-438-2464
Fax : 506-438-2444
ema il : info@ liberty-crl999 .org
web: <http ://www.liberty-crl999.org>

announcing

Book-Reading and Discussion Group
Institutions and Economic Theory:
the Contribution of the New Institutional Economics
by Eirik Furubotn and Rudolf Richter
1997

Rich Hammer and Ph il Jacobson have dec ided to wo rk through this book, and will
we lcome any others who wou ld like to join in the study. As in prev ious book-d iscussion
series, Rich and Phi l w ill meet several times, w ith each meeting foc using upon a particular
chapter or section of the book. If yo u are interested in join ing them, contact Rich at
9 19-732-8366 or roh@ freenat ion.org.
A schedule has not yet been determ ined. But th e first meeti ng w ill occur no sooner
than April 1st, so that readers wi ll have time to respond to this anno un cement.
You can find a revi ew of thi s book in The Independent Review, Fall 1998.
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THE STATE IS A FORM OF LIFE,
a Legitimate Peer in the Family of Organizations
by Richard 0 . Hammer
"What is go ing on?" we libertarians
sometimes ask ourse lves as the state
grows and infests ever more aspects of
our lives. Our scholarship shows the
state to be evil. And experience proves
the state to be evil, at least as we interpret history. So we should be able to
persuade the people who support the
state to back off. But we seem incapable
of doing this. Why?
I have developed my own answer to
this question. I propose that the state is a
living thing. As the body of a person is
composed of cells, so the body of a state
is composed of people. As the cells of
my body might naturally be motivated to
argue (if they have any public forums)
for the continuation and even the expansion of my life, so the people who comprise the state are motivated to justify the
continuation and expansion of the state.
This theory grows out of the new science
,
·
o f spontaneous or der. I·2 In prev10us
articles I have described aspects of my theory.J.4
In this article I will repeat some
points and add a few new points. In
particular I wi ll add a taxonomy, a way
to class ify living organizations. Finally I
will tell what this theory implies for the
free nation movement.
A few disclaimers are necessary.
First, I am not professionally employed
as a scientist and I do not know any
sc ientists working in this field whom I
can approach for feedback, so I may be
overextended in the speculations which I
present here. Further, my ideas are new
and still changing; as I write sometimes I
see that an assumption I had made is only
partially correct and that more subtle
analysis is needed . So I do not claim that
any of this is solid or final. And lastly,
yo u will notice that I adopt the thesis that
life on Earth has evo lved. Probably not
all readers wi ll agree with thi s assumption.

Living Organizations
We have been trained to think of
organisms when we th ink of living
things. Generally an organism is a sing le
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living thing which is intact inside its own
skin, bark, cell membrane, or other outer
extrem ity. But the new and broader view
of life challenges this view. William
Morton Wheeler, for instance, has suggested that a bee hive, and not a sing le
bee, can usefully be v iewed as an organ.
5
ism.
I have started to use our fa mili ar
word "organ ization" to name the broader
class which seems suggested by this
study. Organizations include organisms
of course, since organisms are clearly
organizations composed of sma ller components. But molecules, firms, and states
also qualify as organizations.
Here I will list, perhaps in log ical
order, several attributes which living organizations possess.
•

•

Organizations ex ist in a range of
sizes, and larger organizations typ ica lly are created from some comb ination of smaller organizations. Here
are severa l organizations, in order of
size, which may be thought to form a
hierarchy:
am ino ac ids,
RNA
molecules, organelles, cells, organs,
organisms, firms, states.
As time passes the organizations
which grow beco me larger and
larger. In the hi erarchy just listed ,
the smallest organizations (amino
ac ids) are also the oldest, whereas the
largest organizations (states) are the
newest.

•

The question of which organi zation s
can succeed is further determined by
the craft of the organizations. Since
the resources which organizations require ex ist in patterns within the uni verse, a successfu l organization must
adopt its actions to these patterns.
Organizations adopt their actions to ·
patterns by following decision rules.

•

So the organizations which succeed
are not necessarily nice. T he rules
which determine whether an organ ization succeeds originate in phys ica l
reality, and not our aesthetic sense.

•

Larger organizations grow because
they enable explo itation of larger or
more complex patterns of resources
than their sma ller or simpl er constituents could exp loit. Whether consc ious ly or un co nsc iou sly, const ituents combine their act ions in
such a way that together they exp loit
a resource which none of them indi 6
vidua lly cou ld have exp loited .

•

When larger organizations form, thus
exp loiting a previously untapped resource, the constituents typically will
live better because of it. At least
those constituents wh ich have joined
" voluntarily" can be expected to enjoy a higher standard of living because of the formation of the larger
organization.

(Continued on page 33)
1

•

Organizations do not necessarily
consist of homogenous parts. While
the organization of a family might
consist entire ly of humans, the organization of a plantation might be usefully v iewed to include : cotton
plants, cotton boll weevils , slaves,
owners, suppliers, and customers.

•

The question of which organizations
can succeed is determined first by the
laws of thermodynamics. Living organization s must consume resources,
by whi ch I mean energy and raw
materials. And so they must occasiona lly refresh the ir supplies.
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